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"The result of the first two days'
fighting is, on half of the front, de
.

cidedly in our favor," said Mr. de
Billy. "Over the rest of the front, the
enemy succeeded in gaining at most
four miles at the price of heavy loss
es, Everybody feels that the first
phase of the German offensive Is a
failure, and this may mean within a
few days the failure of the whole of
fensive.
How Germany Prepared.
"For two months Germany has used
all possible means In her power to re
place, her losses in men and to raise
the offensive power of her army:
Tttfnforcements taken from the
German "troope of occupation in Rus
sia- -

,

.

"Use of Russians to replace Ger
man workers.
"trso of Austrian troops for
tasks at the rear of Belgian ter

ritory.

of all the delays
"Suppression
granted to drafted men.
"Drafting of part of the class of
1920.

"By these efforts we can appraise
the results that Germany Is seeking,
and the Importance of an offensive
that cannot be Indefinitely repeated.
uermany 8 human support is not Inexhaustible.
"With an adversary whose strength
seems to have reached Its utter limit.
the French army of 1918, in spite of
the strain of former battles, In spite
of an extension of the French front
of nearly 100 kilometers, has never
been materially and morally stronger.
Confident of Victory.
"American
assistance,
growing
every day, has given us, if possible
still greater confidence in the final
On the 14th of July the
victory.
American
their
people
expressed
brotherly love for France. On the
15th the soldiers of the United States,
fighting with the French, have sealed
this pact with their blood.
"The first days of the battle have
shown the success of the
n
which was
started last year by the
of
war in Washington and insecretary
the training camps of Amerfea. It has found
its noblest expression on the battle
field where an American division lost
even of the ten officers who
with It. Each of them gave fought
his life to fulfill the 'missionhappily
with
which they have been trusted by the
American government and staff.
With such troops. Inspired by such
a spirit of comradeship and sacrifice,
we can wait for the future with the
confidence shown
under the bombardment by the populaUon of Paris."
Franco-America-

GEN. BERTHELOT IS
ON WESTERN FRONT
i

(Undated War

lcd by the Awmrlatttl

al

munication admits that the Germans

hold the lines west of Nanteuil-La-Fossabout a mile an da half south
of Pourcy and relatively five miles
west of tho railroad.
The German war office now is
claiming the capture of 18,000 prisoners since the present offensive be
gan.
French Reserves Being rued.
It is reported that French reserves
have entered the fighting line along
the Marne, and that to the north of
n
La
they have relost territory. The Germans
captured
U1J
(Continued on Page Four.)
e,
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journal rmcial liaaio w.aal

Washington, July 17. Forty-si- x
thousand men from all states and the
District of Columbia wore called to
the colors tonight by Provost Marshal
General Crowder. They are to be all
white
registrants. Movement into
camp will be between August 5 and
August 9. This Is the first general
call for August, during which month
the military program provides for the
entrainment of 300.000 men.
Special calls already Issued account
for 19.941 of this number.
The quotas to be furnished by the
following states and the camps to
which the men go are:
Arizona, 150; Camp Fremont. Calif.
California, 1,500; Camp Fremont,
.

THE WEATHER

ADMIRAL

MANSFIELD'
DIES AT AGE OF 72

IXREOAST.

'

'

lay mornin journal rricial uiuo wibij
Denver, Colo., July 17. For New
New York, July 17. Rear Admiral
Mexico and Arixona: Thursday and
an offiFriday generally falr not much Harry B. Mansfield, retired,
cer in the navy for fifty-on- e
years,
change In temperature.
died today in Brooklyn. He was 72
IiOCAIi REPORT
years old and had been 111 fourteen
years.
A summary of local weather condl- He was born in Brooklyn. He was
trans for the twenty-fou- r
a member of the Eclipse expedition to
hours
d"at p. m'. yesterday follows: Max- - Sibera in 1869. Rear Admiral Mansfmfrrh temperature, 94 degrees;
field gav some of his last years of
5Sr Irang. S! temperature at service to naval recruiting work and
was retired In l0St
jr. m.
j 'nor$b,wet yrW, clear,

t

'
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OFFENSIVE TURNS INTO i:
PURELY LOCAL ACTION
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Revelations of
Chicago, July 17
the methods of the German sny system In the United States were made
today by Gaston B. Moans at the
000.000 King hearing to determine
the legality of two Instruments said
to have been left by the late millionaire.
Means, who uppeared as a witness
for the heirs of Mrs. Maude A. King,
for whoso alleged slaying be was tried
ami acquitted in Concord, N. ('., last
admitted receiving
summer, freely
i
money for acting as a secret atent of
!
the German government before the
outbreak of the war with the United.
States.
lie said he received JS.r,Ono at one
-a
time and $92,000 at another for his
'
"
'"
.
f
a
. .
services to Germany and of delivering
"Think they'll come over 'round here?"
f ,300,000 which he received on a
"Dunno, but I HOPE THEY DO!"
one of Gercheck to Captain Hoy-ECan't you see that's what these two British soldiers In u camouflaged iIoiikuuI on tho very clj?e of
many's chief spies In this country,
Lund are saying? The faces In this photograph, tuken when the Germans were getting ready to start their of- who was subsequently expelled.
He
The old broken wagon was received the check at a railway stafensive, would Indicate that the Tommies weren't anxious over the outcome.
placed over the dugout by. camouflage artists.
tion, he said.
Asked recardlng the services
for
which ho received the J92.000, Means
snld:
"I made that money the wav lots
GOURAUD
of other Americans did, some of them
the biggest lawyers In New York, I
can easily tell you the place where
I collected It right In Trln'ty chnrth
C
MAY
GROV
yard at a designated tombstone.
The witness also admitted that he
IBRCCIA. COARECPONOtfNCR TO MORNINO JOURNAL!
and Gorman
spies in this country
London, July 17. Casualties
were to tie up tho building of electric
tho
sustained
German
by
troops
ONE boats, the "mosouito fleet" building
WALL in the offensive up to the
present
for the allies In this country- Means
are estimated to number 100,000,
said he found that the boats had gun
to
news
In
received
according
emplacements and that Captain Boy-E- d
lxrtdon today from the bnttlo
called this to the attention of the
in
front
France.
Hero of Dardanelles Brought neutrality board at Washington.
Government Demands for Met"President Wilson then
propGerman Hosts to a Stand erly asked him why he was very
al for War Purposes Likely FRANCIS' MESSAGE TO
doing detective work In the United States,"
still East of Rheims
to Cut Off Supply to All
RUSSIA PEEVES B0CHES
declared Means. "And now for the
first time the public knows why CapManufacturers of Cars.
Insignificant Losses,
lav MORNING JOURNAL IRKCIAL LCARKD WINE)
was sent hack to Gertain Boy-E- d
Amsterdam, July 17. The IndeI turned al! my Information
many.
pendence day message of David It.
over to the government."
(RT MORNINB JOURNAL BRCCIAL LCABKO WIRI)
JOURNAL RPICIAL LRARCO WIRR1
lav MORNIN
ambassador at
With the French Forcos in Franco,
Washington, July 17. Further cur- Francis, American
lesser essen- Moscow, to tho Russian people, moves July 17 (by the Associated Press.)
Cholera Ravages I'eLrograd.
tailment of the
tial industries may result from the the Berlin Vorwacrts to the following General Gouraud, the hero of the DarLondon,
July 17. Some 500 per- danelles, was tlw French commander boiis die of, cholera daily In Petrograd,
enlargement of the war program, the comment:
a
is
In
"This
blow
the
crown
face
straight
of
the
advance
for
the
who
demand
barred
increasing
consequent
according to the Exchange Telegraph
steel and existing shortage In the sup- of the soviet government which can prince in the Champagne It was he company.
At Saratev thousands of
be under no misapprehenhereafter
one
In
to
cast
tho
of
Rheims,
who,
ply.
persons are Buffering from the disto
to
the.
as
sion
what
from
to
expect
six
of
tho
host
Germans
for
the last
War requirements
day brought
ease. The malady has spread to Fin
a standstill with comparatively insig- land.
months of this year will bo approxi- Tnlted States.
is
Intena
but
blunt.
"It
own
men.
hi
nothing
losses
indusnificant
among
mately 20,000,000 tons, the war
About twenty enemy divisions havo
tries board announced today. The tional provocation and nothing rethe
soviet
for
mains
but
government
been identified In tho first line of
greatest output of a like period for
the steel Industry was 16,500,000 tons. to demand the recall of tho ambas- this sector of tho front alone. By
sador."
Automobile
manufacturers . have
the end of the first
of fighting
The importance of the American half of these divisions day
asked the war industries board to alhad been badly
acto
lambasisarior's
action
Germany,
low them sufficient steel to produce
maul'rd. Tho precaution tho French
to Vorwaerts, is that the war had takeri before
SO
the Teuton offenper cent of their normal produc- cording
In
is
oast
and
the
blazing up again
tion of piissenger cars. Tho board resive begun was such thut the Germans
to
German
be
that
is
statesmanship
were unable to capture a single prisplied that It could not promise even faced with the
extremely difficult oner in the Champagne during the sev15 per cent and that possibly none at
the
tusk
of
enforcing
all could be granted.
eral days preceding the attack. The
The war industries board called on peace agreement. Not a moment Germans thus were deprived of the
bo
Vorwacrts
must
lout,
concludes.
the automobile manufacturers to subpossibility of obtaining Information
mit within two weeks a sworn Invenregarding the French plans.
tory of steel and steel products now
When tho Gorman artillery preparaon hand.
lav MORNINO JOURNAL SRICIAL LIASCO WIRtl
tion slarted on the night of the fourGiven.
Amsterdam, July 17. Premier von
Ample Warning
teenth the flushes iom thousands
War Industries board members deof guns were so vivid that they light- - Seydler delivered his address in the
clared that ample warning of the cured up the streets of Chalons, nearly lower houso of the Austrian relchs-rat- h
tailment had been given and told the
yesterday, says a Vienna teletwenty miles from the front. The
automobile men that the supply of the
French replied with an equally pow- gram.
American forces In France was the
Speaking on the situation In
erful fire, and everything for many
first consideration. Those who face a
Dr. von Heydler saidi
(av MORN'NO JOURNAL RRKCIAL LARRO WtHII
miles trembled until dawn, when tho
Willi the American Army on the German
shutdown from curtailment of steel,
"The Internal propaganda methods
came over.
Infantry
Associated
tho
It was stated, do so because they found Marne, July 17
by
of our enemies are so absurd that
The advancing waves wore of
passenger car contracts more profit- Press, S p. in.) At the hour of filing density, giving tho hundreds great
they only testify to their profound Igof
no
this disputch there have been
able than war contracts.
norance of our conditions. These arFiench
75' a point blunk target.
sectors
on
of Hie battle front
rows will rebound against our unshakWhen the conference between the changes
are
Germans
Mowed
Down.
automobile men and the war board held by the American troops or thoso
able devotion to the dynasty, the
At
same
the
time
smill
centers
of
was over, it became evident that plain where they are fighting with their
of our citizens to the state and
resistance composod of French ad- loyalty
cohesion of our
words had been spoken on both sides. allies. The fighting continues sporadthe firm Internal
vanced
posts
mafire
with
opened
Home of the conferees said the discusstate.
ically throughout the Marne region chine
which
execudid
guns,
terrific
sion had ranged even Into the 'field and the urtillery activity is rather
"In unity with our loyal allies we
tion.
of political effect of the board's action. heavy all along the line.
shall be able to enforce the end of
These
Isolated
detachments
hold up ithe world war.
Hugh Chalmers, In discussing the
tho enemy masses for several hours,
"Our Intimate
COUNTESS ARRESTED
community , with
conference, said:
time
for their comrades them, which we hopo to strengthen
giving ample
"Unless we get sufficient steel to
line
the
orof resistance to
AS DANGEROUS ALIEN guarding
tind extend for the future, especially
liquidate our inventory, the entire au.
ganize and bring into play all their tho old and well proved alliance with
tomobile industry faces financial dis
means
of defense. Then they retired the German empire, constitutes for
aster. I told them this. We .know IRRICIAL CORRIRRONOIMca S MORN. NO JOURNAL)
New Yok. July 17. Suspected of slowly, at times being compelled' to us, as well as for our allies., the best
the government has tho power to enDr. fight strong bodies of the enomy who guarantees that we shall maintain
with
force any curtailment order and that having been associated
had succeeded In passing their posi- for all time our place among
the
they need to have their steel require Friedrich H. A. von Strench In Ger,
states of the world and be able to Inments met 100 per. cent. But some man propaganda, Countess Alexandra tions.
Lieutenant Tranehard, with twenty-fiv- e sure for our peoples conditions of free
Viarda von Scheele was arrested here
,
thing Is owed the industry."
men, was caught between
the nd bcncficlcnt development.
today as a dangerous enemy alien.
"But they are far from constituting
Owing to Illness' she was taken to French and German barrages and reGERMAN REVOLTERS
mained fighting half the day. He then a menace to other states and will
Bellevue hospital.
cut his way throughthe enemy's lines rather prove themselves to be a useful
ACCUSED OF ARSON
Polish Women in Riot.
at the point of the bayonet and re- and efficient link In shaping the fuceived the Legion of Honor on the ture peaceful relations of a reconciled
1ST NORNINR JOURNAL
East. Hampton, Mass., July 17.
ano.AL LI...O w.ail
v
world."
London, July 17. The destruction Rioting by Polish women occurred field.
The perfect execution of General
The occasion of the speech was the
by fire of a new German airdrome today at the plant of the West Boyl-sto- n
with twenty-tw- o
manufacturing company when Gouraud's defense plans prevented reassembling of the lower house after
airplanes, near
President
strike breaking men went to work. the enemy from making a' breach at a four months' recess.
Nlvelles, is attributed to German
in the army, says an The police wore unable to restoue or- any point on this sector, although iflross In welcoming the members rehour the German ferred to the "regrettable interrupExchange dispatch from Amsterdam der and the state guard was called out during twenty-fou- r
The guardsmen were compelled to crown prince sent three incessantly tion" in the activities of the house and
,
,
today.'
Ten Belgians
and ' two. German charge the crowd with fixed bayonets. renewed waves of his best troops from expressed the hope that the present
the rear' in determinate to kget ("session would serve to safeguard and
officers have been One woman waa hurt. 'Thirty-thre- e
establish the constitutional position.
.
were
arrested
women
through to Chalons,
arreateg,
J
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Fl

German Losses in
Present Drive Are
Placed at 100,000

UT

BARRED

PRINCE

Gin

MAKERS TO

I

-

CAN'T SEPARATE

AUSTRIANS FROM

Brext-Litovs-

k

GERMAN EMPIRE

No Changes Occur

Paris, July 17. After being per-- ,
mitted to print the information last
night that General Gouraud of Dardanelles fame, was .. commanding the
Trench .sector between Rheims and
Massignes, the Paris' newspapers today are allowed to reveal the fact that
Gen Henri Berthelov. who headod
the. French military mission to Ru- Calif.
Colorado,
700;
Camp Fremont,
mania, is commanding the Franco-Italia- n
army In the sector between Calif.
Colorado, 1.600; Camp Logan, Colo.
the Marne and Rheims.
New Mexico. 200; Camp Cody. N. M.
Texas, 1,800; Camp Cody, N. M.
.

THRUST IN WEST

Him in

,RV

Press.)
Although the Germans are still attacking the allied lines viciously on
both' sides of the Rheims salient, what
gains they are making continue to be
small ones, on Isolated sector?, and
seemingly are confined to the region
along the Marne and immediately
southwest of Rheims.
Eastward from the cathedral city
through Champagne the French report they are holding the enemy and
ncc.ius ' 'I ....v. - battles are being
Everywhere the
mc
stubbornly contested, ana wnere comanA Italians havn been
Evnr-polled to give ground It has been only
after the Infliction of extremely heavy
The
casualties on the invaders.
Americans nowhere have been forced
to withdraw. At Fossoy, near the bend
pf the Marne between Chateau-Thierr- y furand Dormans, they have made
ther improvements in their positions.
Like their French comrades the
Americans also have been engaged in
violent fighting.
Trying; to Blot Out niielms.
It becomes Increasingly apparent
tho. German command Is attempting
the blotting out of the Rheims salient
and the straightening of the line easttoward
ward through Champagne
The hardest fighting of
Verdun.
Tuesday was southwest of Rheims,to
where the enemy Is endeavoring
break through the hill and forest region, reach the railroad running from
Rheims to Epernay and force the
evacuation of Rheims.
In these endeavors, the German
war office asserts the Germans have
driven back the allied troops on the
mountain of Rheims between Man-tenand north of Pourcy, the last
named place being a scant five miles
distant from the Rhelms-Eperna- y
railroad. The French official com-

BELIEVE TEUTON

iu

Paid Great Drive has Degenerated
Until it. iar , Confined to.a
Trinity Church Yard,
New Yoik, at a Designated
Front
of. Twenty
Miles;
Huns Lack Former Dash,.
Tombstone, He States,

One

ns.

un

Tfl

HUGE

A

HIS SERVICES,

00

wiRtl
journal rpicial
Washington, July 17. The Initial
failure of the new German offensive
is characteristic of a new phase of the
war, said M. Edouara do Billy, depu
ty French high commissioner to the
United States, in discussing today tne
results of the first two days of fighting east and weBt of Rhcims.
The success of the
Mr. de Billy said, had
been demonstrated and the allies can
watt for the future with the same con
fidence shown by the population of
Paris under the long range gun bom
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F
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RECEIVED

STUBBORNLY CONTESTED

Deputy French High Commis- Teutons Claim Capture of 18,-0Prisoners During Pressioner is Highly Gratified at
of
ent Offensive; Austrians Are
Results of
Being Pushed Back.
Ia morn.n

Mail, 70c a Month

Means, Acquitted Military Authorities at Wash
ihgton Are of Opinion That
Murdering Maude A,
DisKing, Makes Startling
Enemy's Military Plans Have
Been Overturned,
closures at Will Hearing,
.;:
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Enemy Germans Meet With Stiff Resistance and are Able to
Succeeds
Making InfinMake Only Small Gains in
itesimal Gains, the Farthest
Miles
Four
Some Isolated Sectors.
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Washington, July 17.

liaiib wirii '

While offU
cial reports from General Pershlnil
and Bliss were too belated to permit
formal conclusions to be drawn as to
the situation on the western front, It
was clear that military authorities be
iteved the crisis was past and the en"'
emy's plans frustrated.
Neither Secretary Baker nor General March, chlof of staff, would express an opinion as to the situation,
but other officers generally regarded
tho battle as more than half won.
As press accounts and the brier
official communiques from Paris and!
Berlin have so far disclosed the sltua.
tlon, the great thrust has been' narrowed down In three days of fighting
to one uctive sector where the enemy
still was moving sluggishly at '' last
'
accounts.
;
.
,
(
Has
Offensive
Dwindled.,
In effect, officers said, the great offensive already has degenerated into
a purely local action o a frdnt'pf
less than twenty miles between the
point just east of the original American positions on the" Marne in the
Jaulgonne sector, to the wooded region west of 'Rhclmi, It1 is iiml
that the nfctivlty on the German left.
In these woods, will result In a flanking operation at Rheims Itself, but
officers hera were hot inclined to
think bo. To most observers the center
of interest was the twele mile stretch
on the south bank of the Marne which
the enemy holds and his thrust down
the river valley toward Epernay here
the Germans have been able to force
their way some four miles beyond tha
river.
Their crossings, upon which
the maintenance of the forward HnM
and the continuance of the push down,
the valley depends, were reported tol
be under direct artillery fire..
'
May Trap German..
J
. Officers looked with
particular aU
tcntion at the very hopeful prospect
of a counter stroke by the allies whlaji
they believed might have important
results. It was indicated by tod?
reports that the Germans stand with
both flanks exposed and whh then?
communication lines seriously .menaced, it was believed that unless thej
Germans can widen out their position
they win be compelled to fair back
to the river or face the possibility of
being trapped a. the Austrians were
on the Plave.
The extent of any counter- movement would depend wholly upon General Koch's available reserves and
upon his own campaign plans. It lit
regarded as certain, however, that ije,
would not ovorlook an
to annihilate an enemy opportunity
division or
two, possibly the bulk of General von
Boelim's army.
j
French Airmen Active. - ' '
Accounts of the activities of French
airmen during the first day of tha
battle are reaching Washington,' glv.
Ing a vivid picture of the
constantly
growing part the air forces are play,
In
modern war. Tons of bombs
ing
were dropped on the Germans as-they
surged forward to cross the Marne.
Concentration points far to the rear,
where troops and supply trains wait
ed orders were hunted out and deluged with bombs, while moving columns were harrassed with machine,
gun fire from above. These operations
increased tho enemy's difficulties and
are still adding to them.
Information has reached allied clr
cles here which creates an impression
that the present German stroke was
prompted more by internal economlq
considerations and by the state ot
political unrest Hi Austria and to a,
lesser extent In 'Germany than by
merely military reasons. It was art
gued today that the selection of the.
front of attack might be due to the
necessity of getting forward at a' time,
when the military authorities did not
feel Justified
In pressing against
known allied reserve concentration lo
front of Paris and behind Amiens.
Aimtrlan Fiasco in Italy.
"

'

'

'.'

-

;

It

regarded as certain that th
fiasco in Italy played soma
part In the present movement. That'
disaster had to be offset and at tha
same time, with the army budget IK
difficulties In Germany, the effect pf
a successful blow in the west might
have been very great at home. Extea
slon of the battle line to tha east ef
Rheims probably was mad ,ln tbfcl
view, because' ot the anticipation that
this region would be found to b loss
firmly held than the ro4 to Paris etf
the channel ports and th cost et uc
cess be less proportionately.
j-tIs

Austrian

--

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Thursday, July
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Lieut. Qucntin
son of the former
Roosevelt,
youngest
"Aiirin" lR. U. S. Pat. OS.) it suarantM thai the monoAMlicaciJ-aaTV
of talitTlieaaii ill iIkk laUru and capwlei u oi the reliable Bayel manuiaclun.
president, has been killed in an air
Havns Xews
fight, the
agency announces. His machine fell
Bayer-TabletsAspi- rin
Into the enemy lines.
Philip Ttoosevelt, Qnentin's cousin,
witnessed the air battle in the vicinity
ri
of Chateau Thierry, in which Quen-tlwa engaged and saw the machine
fall, but did not know until later that
the airplane was that of his cousin,
Le Journal says today.
Lieutenant Roosevelt wus last seen
in combat on Sunday morning with
two enemy airplanes, about ten miles
insldo the German' lines in the Chateau
Thierry sector. He started out
American
with a patrol of thirteen American
machines They encountered seven
them back
Washinglon. July 17. The army Germans and were chasing on Lieutenwhen two of them turned
casualty list today shows:
Itobsevelt.
Killed in action H9; died of wounds ant
Reports "of the fight stale that the
HI; died of disease I; died of airplane
the rear,
lieutenant from
the
accident
died of accident, and other
close
machines
causes ti; wounded severely 0(1; miss- the three Then one ofbeing
the matogether.
North German Lloyd Director ing !l; prisoners
173.
Total
chines' was seen tumbling through the
Roy
Hrooks, Red Cliffe, Colo., is clouds and a patrol which went In
Says Germany Can't Supply reported severely wounded.
search of Lieutenant Roosevelt reHerCommercial Needs From The list:
turned without trace of him. He apKilled in Action.
peared to be fighting up to tho last
Domestic Sources,
,
Sergeants Ralph Coxy, .Sharpsville, moment.
hid.; Charley Davis, Washington, D.
BOKX
YOCXG
RfHSEVi:i.T
('.; George tiegers, Grecnbay, Wis.;
fT MORWIWa JOURNAL VPtClAi LlftVCn piMl
IX WASHINGTON IN 1807
liavc
Davis,
Tcnn.;
Corporals
Soddy,
Amsterdam, July IT. These
Claude U.
Social Circle, Ga.;
who dream of h complete Samuel M. Harper,
17. Quentin
July
Washington,
Krafft, Akron; Luke Napo-doneconomlo independence a. the result
Brooklyn: Harry Peters, Toledo Roosevelt was the baby of the Rooseof the projected
Middle
Kuropo O.; William H. Salvador, Philadelphia velt administration and his pranks
afLeague, are rudely awakened ly Phil- Cook Joseiih W. Hoce, Salisbury, X. at the White House and school are
Washby
BrookCharles
Privates
jrememhered
C;
fectionately
Afrcmoff,
lip Heinken, director n: fan North
He was born here in NoP. Roldwln, Des Moines; ington.
German Lloyd Steamship company, lyn; Alonzo
vember, 1S!)7, when his father' was aswho. In the periodical Deutsche sum- Samuel Hclinski, Dridgeport, Conn.; sistant
N. Y.; Bradsecretary of the navy.
mon, publishes an article which has Joseph Rueior, Buffalo,
The boy was a born naturalist and
ley Utirkhart, Mciloberts, Ky.; George
attracted a (food deal of attention.
Downing, Natural Bridge, X. Y.; many were the stories told of his earIt is Bremen, Hamburg and the oth- H.
James A. Dunham, Whiting, Kansas; ly days in the White House, when he
er seaports where the entente
William Ellison, Elmira Heights, X. kept tho family and attendants in
will be the most reverely felt,
a state of anxiety over his strange
Y.; Roy L. Finney, Cambridge, Kanthe director Kays, and th practical sas: Edwin L.
pets, which often uscaped to wander
Cnnsdrhlevillc,
Frank,
views of business men there arc liable X.
MeP.
through the grounds or around the
V.;
Frank
lluddleston,
to clash with those of political
house. Birds, beasts, wild and domes-tiBrookMorris
lbourne,
Fla.;
Krnpot,
echemers In Rerlln.
even reptiles, were included in
Samuel lamina, Cunandaigua, X.
Director Heinken, win epivnly lyn;
the miniature menagerie which the
JosXick
Y.;
Mainus,
Greece;
Ageia,
disclaims judging the 'ie.-tiofrom
child gathered from all parts of the
P. Meagher, Lillis, Kansas; Roba too narrow ship owner's point of eph K.
country, for when it was known that
ert
Xew
Mitchell,
Haven,
Conn.;
exview, warns against pxiiggi'rli-the colonel encouraged his son's first
Clinrlcs 10. Montague, Hohtiken; Wilpectations from the "blesnril words liam Xewsbaum,
Httidies
in natural history,
hand
I'ulton, X. Y.; Sam"Mittcl Europa' as a cure all fur the
R. Niebolas, Tullalioina. Tcnn.; friends and admirers in every part of
economic ills to which the central uel
Earl C. O'Brien. Ronceverte, W. Va.: tho country contributed all sorts
powers are heirs."
John O'Connor, Klin Ira, X. Y.; Charles of strange pets to tho White House
A Popular I'allac.v.
collection.
It Is a popular fallacy, he declares, K. l'atterson, Paola, Kan.; James It.' One of the prime favorites of Quento imagine that middle Kurope will Pee, Laurel, Bloomery, Tcnn.; Joe V. tin was a beautiful
little pony which
Pulliani, Round Bottom, Va.; Charles
make up for lost market! abroad. He A.
had been given to Archie, his older
WilSchiavone,
Conn.;
Waterburg,
prefers the principle adopted at Vien- liam Seibert, Hagcrstown, Md.; Don- brother, by Secretary of the Interior
na In a resolution of the federated
Bliss, once when Archie was 111 Quenlander, Wyo.; John tin
Ailstro-Germa- n
commercial unions) ald C. Slough,
became possessed of the idea that
Milton E. Van
York
Xew
Tcsoro,
City;
last June which wag "the resumption
his brother's recovery depended on
Bronx.
Pelt,
'
of economic relations with all nations,
seeing the pony. He managed to get
PH'd From WOiinds.
Director Heinken cites a scries of
the littlo animal Into the private ele
L. Iennen, SolScott
Lieutenants
vator in the White House and took
figures taken from the German pre- dier, Kansas; Harold C. Mills,
Troy, him to
war Imports list. and continues by say- X.
the bedroom on the upper floor
J.
Y.;
John
Hogan, Syra- where tho sick
Sergeants
ing that a glance shows it will bn imboy luy.
Humaris-villX.
Y.;
Xewton
Txnulen,
cuse,
Dressed in Indian garb, Quentin orpossible In the future to cover all
Mo.; Corporals Ernest Benedict,
these needs from domestic sources.
a
hand
of Indians from the
ganized
Austria-Hungarwhich has no col- Mclan, Ills.; Gerald I). Fitzgerald, small boys living In the neighborhood
Xew
Xew
York; Xathaniel McConahy,
of tho White House, and many were
onies,' he says, Is especially dependent
II.
Parsons, the fierce tribal battles fought under
on overseas supplies. It is of juime Castle, Pa.; William
Privates Joseph J. the undent elms of the White House
Importance, Heinken thinks, that the Sandy Hook, Ky.:
Max
central powers rid themselves as soon Burlier, Burlington, Vermont;
grounds.
as possible after the war of the shack- Feinsed, Newark; Raymond Harrison,'
A pit snake was one of the lad's
ManW.
Frank
Conn.;
Torringlon,
Of
a
socialistic
what he terms state
le;
possessions and it Was said that
war administration anil return to in- ning, Xewton, Mass.; Edward A. Nel- he had more than once created a panJuncErnest
son,
Paeschke,
Lowell;
dividual enterprise.
ic In his school by producing this repMiddle Europe, he concludes, must tion City. Ore.: John O. Pearson, Ely-ritile, which he had concealed In his
R.
Sand
Van
Tolford,
Ohio;
be'made a means to that end but must
clolhing.
Mich.
Creek,
hever be regarded as a political
Quentin was a public school boy, his
Dlcil of Disease.
achievement for its own sake.
father believing that was the true
Bent
Gordon
ley, Pontine, school of democracy. His schoolmates
Sergeant
Ills.; Privates Norman II. llawklnson, recall that one day when the teacher
W.
JIMINEZ
ARCHBISHOP
Welscr, Idaho; Paul
Hornaday,
was asking the class to state the ocNicola Piceoli,
Royal Oak, Mich.;
cupation of their fathers, Quonttn
IS ORDERED DEPORTED Ardmnre,
"
Pa.
replied:
nonchalantly
DfftNl
From Ainilanc AccliHJiil.
tV MORNlMS JOURNAL RRKCIAl LftAACO WIRI1
"My father is Just it."
Lieutenant Abrnni R. Prye, Xew
El Paso, TcX July 17. Arch bishop
It was difficult to keep Quentin out
Francis c Orofcco y .Timlnez of Guad- Ybrk; Sergeant Robert Sunn, Nor- of tho war, even when it Was confined to the central powers and the
alajara, Mexico, has been ordered de- wich. N. Y.
ported from Mexico and Is expected to Died I'Yoin Accident and Other Cause. entente; when, America entered that
reach' Laredo, Tex., today. This in- ' Wagoner Edwin II. Gray, Flalnore, wus not longer possible.
formation' was received today by t'tah; Privates Harold A. Braken,
Father Garde of the Sacred Heart Chicago; Francis J." Buckley, Brook GLAD UK HAD t HA.VCrc fO
church. Archbishop Jiminez was ar- lyn; Lewis A. Burger. Birmingham:
SHOW THK STl FF IN HIM
rested at Lagos, Jalisco, July' S. and Donald !,. Flgenbaum, Harvey, Ills.;
ordered deported at Manzanillo but William Laidlaw, St. Paul.
Oyster Bay, X. Y July 17. "Qnenira sent to Laredo instead, accomtin's mother and I are very glad that
he got to the front Vind had the
panied by Gen. fenaer Lopez De Lara. NORWEGIAN SHfP IS
N reason is known here for the dechance to render some service to his
portation order. The archbishop Is
SUNK BYHUN
country, and to show the. stuff there
was In him before his fate befell him."
expected to come here for a conference with Bishop A. J, Shuler.
This statement was Issued by ColtAV MORNIN0 JOUHNAL
HClAft. UHIO WIRV1
An Atlantic Port. July 17. Word onel Roosevelt today after presg disreached here tofla that the Norwegpatches had furnished, confirmation
I, W. .W. WITNESS IS
ian sailing ship Murosa, 1.882 tons, of earlier reports that his ion, Lieut.
HELD AS AN IMPOSTOR loaded with coal, had been sunk at Quentin Roosevelt, had been killed In
sea by a German submarine nnd that aerial battle in France.
me crew was landed sarcly at Canso,
Vi MOHIKf JOUftN1! vic;L LCAaco VIRKl
WAIt heiwrtmknt has
Chicago,' July 17. "Sergeant" Ebcn Nova Scotia, yesterday.
NO OFFICIAL ADVICE
Williams, a negro In khaki and a witAccording to the message tho ship
ness in the Is W. W. conspiracy trial was torpedoed ahout latitude HO deWashington, July 17. The war de
today, who testified tw the loyalty of grees north and longitude' fit) degrees
partment late tonight still was with
'the organization In war, was held by west, or off the coast of New
out official Information from France
department of Justice .investigators
when he left the stand, charged with
regarding the death of Lieut. Quentin
Now York, July 17. The Morosa Roosevelt, who was reported by the
being an itnposter.
Williams was the. second witness Was sunk July 7 and her crew set Havas agency as having been shot
produced. 'by the defense in an effort adrift in boats, according to Informa- down behind the German lines while
to Jjrove1 by members wearing uni- tion received here by Cory Brothers, engaging two German airplanes.
It was assumed that a report would
forms that organization Is not opposed who had the vessel under charter. She
sailed from an Atlantic port with bd made in General Pershing's
to lh war,.,.
for yesterday, which has
cargo Tor Pernambuco, Brazil, nnd
the charterers are mystified as to how been dcluyed in transmission.
she came to be off the coast of New
Cli iiicmeaU Visits front.
Foundland, which is several hundred
Paris "July 17. Premier Clemen-cea- u
miles !n an opposite direction to that
N
visited the front yesterday. He
which she should have taken,
returned to Paris at .night but went
back to the front this afternoon.
Germany is Condemned.
my
easydigestion-convenience-econoMilwaukee, Wis., July 17.
Diarrhoea Quickly Cored.
one of the most widely circu"I have been in the practice of
lated German language newspapers In medicine
for forty years." writes Dr.
America, yesterday in an editorial 1. A. Post. Barnwell,
8. C. "I came
condemned the German government to this place last March, having purIn connection with the origin
and' chased a plantation ten miles from
conduct of the war. It retracts pre- here, am preparing to move onto It
vious utterances and admits that, and shall practice there. I find diarparrot-lik- e
It had repeated the utter rhoea prevalent. In fact' became af? There's ta
myself, saw a notice of Cham,
ancea of the German government's fected
ber Iain's Colic and Diarrhoea Remedy,
'
newspaper organs,
bought ft itiaall bottle and it it good."

,'.;"
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44 The
Bayer Crow

Ludwig Nissen Says His Un

Youngest Son of Former President Killed in Battle With

COARKBRONOCNCR

JOURNAL!

TO MORNING

New York, July 17. Count von
Hcrnstorff, former German ambassa
aor 10 tne united States, attended ft
conference here early in 1915 when
six or seven persons discussed the
purchase of the Xew York Evening
Mull, In order to bring about publiand truthful
is the cation of "unbiased
Capt. Jacques
Boyriven
expert " aviator detailed
by the news' of the European war In an Eng
French government to assist the lish newspaper. Ludwig Nissen, formUnited States in perfecting its avia- er president of the National Jewelers
association,' described this conference
tion students.
Cypt. Boyriven has In
a statement today.
at
charge of a'srpiad of twenty-fou- r
The conference, which was held at
Mineola.'
He has receped
every
honor possible ifrom the hands of the home of PerclVal Kuhnc, member
the French government, including of tho New York and Leipzig, Ger
many, banking house of Knaiith, Na
the Legion of Honor.
chod and Kuhne, had no deflnito re
sult, according to Mr. Nissen.
he wns Informed later by Dr.
Edward A. Runiely, now under arrest on chnrge-- f Involving Hie alleged
purchase of the Mail for the German
government, that Runiely had acquired the newspaper with tho financial backing of a "very Influential
nnd rich individual." This individual,
Dr. Rumely later told Mr. Nissen,
had since died.
Admits Buying Bonds.
Mr. Nissen admitted buying bonds
of the Mall from1 Dr. Rumely and as(BY MONINCI JOURNAL tPBCIAL LIASCO WIRI1
serted that the very fact that the sethou curities had been
.Berlin, July 17. Eighteen
around" in
sand prisoners have been ta,kcn by small lots has been"peddled
indication to him
the Germans in the present offensive, that Berlin had nothing to do with
according to the claim of the war of- the Mall.
fice in Its report from gencrul headIn his statement Mr. Nissen said:
'
quarters tonight.
"Immediately after the beginning
It Is asserted also that thirty-seve- n
allied airplanes and two captive bal- of the European war It was felt by'
loons were shot down Tuesday over many people who at that time sympathized with the cause of Germany
the battle front.
The text of the communication fol- that tho Americaii press was publishing one sided and biased news. Some
lows:
"The fighting' did not revivo until one, I don't know who, conceived the
We captured prisoners in Idea of acquiring a New York newsevening;
paper, printed in the English lanreconnolterlng thrusts southwest of guage
so that in it might be published
Yprcs. south and west of Heburterne
the enemy renewed h's attack's un- unbiased and truthful news regardthe two
between
ing the conflict
successfully.
"Southwest of Courtemont Con t;he groups of belligerents In Europe.
"Very early in the year lit 15 I was
Marne front, west, of Chateau Thierry)
we pushed our lines forward as far one day visited by a gentleman by the
as the Surmelin sector. The enemy name of Davis, asking mo to attend
counter-attack- s
a conference at the home of Pereivul
Is directing ylolent
Svlth strong forces against our front Kuhne for the discussion of such an
on the south bank of the Mai ne. His enterprise.
attacks broke down beforo our lines
Von HeriiHtorrf Present.
with the heaviest losses.
"There were about six or seven peoletter
on
"After
the north ple at this conference, Including
fighting
bank of the Marne the successes of Count
von Bernstor.ff but It hroke
were
the first storming day
extended. up without any action being taken.
counter-attacks
After warding off French
There never was another conference
wo pushed on after tho enemy
but a smaller
of the same group,
Venas
as far
the heights north of
of which I was one, continued
group,
tolin and fought our way through the to discuss the
proposition of the ac
Bois Do Rodemat.
of the Evening Mail.
quisition
"On both sides of the Ardro we
"This was to be done
subscripthrew back tho enemy on the moun- tions of individuals. No by
tain of Rhcims between Rantenal and however, was ever made subscription,
by any one,
north of Pouroy.
as far as I know, because it had been
"The situation east of Rheims is considered what support would be
unchanged. We have held the enemy given this enterprise by the German
line under a heavy fire and improved
government and there never was any
our positions on the Roman road and concrete
statement made as to what
Suippes.
would be.
"Northwest of Masslges we cap- that, support
"f, at that time and ever since, wns
tured some fortified heights.
"The number of prisoners captured of the impression that the representaof the German government had
has increased to 18,000.
Further, tives
dropped out of all consideration of
thirty-seve- n
enemy airplanes and two the
matter and that tho Mail bad been
captive balloons were shot down yesacquired as a purely private
terday over the buttle field."
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How-ove-

One Diamond For Every
Three .Cars In America
'buying "Diamond 'Tires in'
MOTORISTS arethat
over 2,000,000 are now; in
easily, one for every three cars in America.
This patronage is significant when you consider
that the big demand for Diamonds comes from
motorists who have used them in previous years and
insist upon Diamond mileage again.

service

of

Such demand can be commanded only by tires,
super-valu-

e.

.

A Diamond Tube is likely to outwear your
car itself. Made in Gray and Red, in sizes
to fit any make of tire.

r,

OFFICIAL

hc4)iamond Rubber Co'
Incorporated)
AKRON, OHIO

STATEMENTS

A

Local Distributors

Company

Bond-Dillo- n

GERMAN

Wholesale Grocers

'

.

Referring to his puchase of bonds
of tho Mail from Dr. Rumely, Mr.

FRENCH
'MY MOANING
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Nissen said:

"It 'should seem obvious to all
thinkers that If I had had tho slightest idea of the "German government
having any Interest in the paper, I
should never have acquired
the

fV

M

I H Will

G.

Storage, coal and
all kinds of wood.

D

WIRKl

17.
Washington,
July
Strength
and growth of the federnl reserve sys
tem was shown today by the federal
reserve board's report that on May
10, the 8,132 member banks had total
resources of $4,070,000,000, an in
crease of $92,000,000 since December
31. This included $18,132,000,000 resources of the 7.0S3 national banks
and $5, 938,000,000 resources of the
449 state banks members of tho reserve system.
Loans and discounts on May 10
amounted to $12,142,000,000; Liberty
Bonds and other government securities held by the banks $3,190,000,000:
other securities $2,728,1)00; demand
deposits $11,0ri0,000,00fl; time deposits $.".,340,000,000; capital stock paid
in $1,367,000,000; surplus $1,14:1,000,-00-

Phone

$1,319,-000,00-

000,-00-

.251

tral reserve cities .were $8,497,000,000;
slightly more than the $8,458,000,000
resource j of the 7,75s country banks.
Tho 4 11 banks In other reserve cities
reported resources of $7,115,000,000.
Cooper in Marine Corps,

.Denver,

Colo.,

July

17.

Courtney

Cooper, widely known as a
writes of short stories for magazines,
enlisted In the marine corps here
Byley

MOTHER GRAY'S.
SWEET PWBUtna

0.

Resources by districts Include:
New York $S, 150, 000, 000; Chicago
$3,170,000,000; Kansas City
San Francisco $ 1,3 IK,
Dallas $720, 000, 000.
Resources of the 133 hanky In ccn- -

. . .
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(rm

on the
wooded
slopes
St. Agnail and Chapelle-Monthodo-

Very spirited uctiona
north of Combllzy and Festigny enabled us to hold tho enemy on the
southern outskirts of Bouqulgny and
east of Oeuilly the
Chataignieres,
Germans succeeded in retaining a
footing In Montvoisin.
"Iietweeh the Marne and Rheims
the battle1 continued north of Reuil
In the Bois Du Hoi, which the Germans penetrated
ano which our
troops defended foot by foot.
"The forest of Courton, likewise
was the theater pf violent engagements. The enemv holds" the. line
west of Nanleutl La Fosse.
"Pourcy, the objective of powerful
attacks, several times renewed, could
not be reached bv the Germans. A
brilliant counter attack, by the al
lied troops west of this village drove
back the enemy Into the Ardre vaU
ley. Numerous enemy dead befoM
our lines testify to the heavy losses
suffered by our adversaries.
"The situation is without change
in the sector of Vrigny ' and south.
west of Rheims.
"East of Rheims we broke up an
attack between Beaumont-Sur-Vesle- s
and Sille ry. Our positions remain intact along the whole Champagne

July Clearance Sale
iiiiiiiiiiiiffliiiiiiiiiiiiBiiiiiaiiiiiiiiii

Featuring New Values of Exceptional Importance
Affording Wonderful Saving Opportunities
outstanding feature of this important July
Clearance Sale. When you consider the quality and prices of these
g
costs of merchandise,
special items, together with the
your own good judgment will insist that you invest in some of these
EXTRAORDINARY VALUES.
is the

Value-givin- g

ever-risin-

-

,

i

front.
"Eastern theater: The usual artillery activity was displayed along
the whole front.
In Albania our
troops" made new protrea8 north of
the Devoll river, We occupied the
about
village of Mesan, capturins"
." thirty prisoner."

Infants' hose, small sizes, pink, blue and tan, at pair
American Lady and Frolaset Corsets, $3.00 to $4.00 values at
Bungalow Aprons, light and dark colors at, each
Ladies' all linen handkerchiefs, four for
Waists made of voile and organdy, sale price, each

Silk and Cotton Crepe

In all the popular colors
On sale today- at, ya.
-

39c

ISc
$1.98 and $2.98

.98c
.

25c

.98c

Corsets at 47c
These are in
Size 18.

'

V
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283
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Brick.

SPLENDID SHOWING
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Jewett Fire

F. R. SYSTEM MAKES

IRV MORNINO
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AZTEC fUEL

bonds."

A

,

LKARE0 W1RIJ

Paris, July 17. jlie French positions remain intact along the whole
Champagne front, according to the
war office announcement tonight.
Heavy fiirhting continued throughou.
the day, and at some points the Germans were aide to make Ruins, but
they inxt with powerful resistance
The lext. of tho state
everywhere.
ment reads:
"The battle continued today with
stutiborniiess along the whole front.
West of Rheims, despite his efforts,
the enemy was, not able to make
further advance. Our trodps by their
heroic resistance and incessant counter attacks checked, with alternative
advance and recoil, the tln'U-'- t of
the enemy.
"South of the Marne the fighting
north

"faiTi
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FIRST LICENSE
IS

HEAR

BY

REVOKED

FLIPS FROM THE F1LLUMS

PARIS GIVEN

COMMISSIONERS

SAN

that the
ruling are regular
commissioners take away the license
It was the first license revoked by the
commissioners thus far.
A statement of the city's financial
condition June 30, as reported by the
city clerk follows, showing the bnl
ances on hand at that time: City hall
and-aske- d

fund, $615.38; sinking fund, $7,339.15;
library fund, $1,725.34; park fund
$1,229.37; Interest, $18,437.18; water
fund, $1,547; general fund, $11,963.13
(this amount a deficit); total, $18,
9.10.28.

LBASKO

offensive,
noring the senate
chamber, which
looked deserted as compared witb
the squares in which the newspapers
were being sold.
The reading of the remainder of the
indictment against
occupied
more than three hours. The second
part of the indictment related to
Malvy's intimacy with persons of unsavory reputation, including
Miguel
Almereyda, and others connected with
the Bonnet Kouge.
A hush fell over the court room
when the name of Duval was mentioned, as he was executed this morning. M. Malvy appeared to shrink
and shudder but he soon recovered
and listened in a bored manner.
Referring to M.- Malvy's association
with certain newspaper men M. Peret
former minister of justice, who read
the indictment, created a sensation
when he mentioned the newspaper
Evcil. The editor of this publication,
Jacques D'Hur. who occupied a seat
in the gallery, protested vigorousl)
and asked that he be heard.
The senators refused to Interrupt
the proceedings, but ns M, D'Hur in
sisted on making an explanation immediately, he was ejected.
Witnesses in the case will be heard
tomorrow when Leon Daudet, editor
of L'Action
Franeaise, who has
charged that M. Malvy betrayed secrets to Germany, Is expected to take

If

measure relieve the overworked coir
ditions. The loader would cost ap
proximately $1,500. It was dlcldad
that he should add two teams to the
present force and sprinkle East ind
West Central avenue three limes
daily.
Current bills for me month of June
amounting to $5,606.74 were allowed
and ordered paid.
Tax Committee Reports.
Former City Manager Paul G. Red- ington, who with Stephen Roehl, C,
M. Botts and P. F. McCanna. was
named as un advisory finance com
niittee, reported the findings of the
committee at their first meeting held
last Saturday. His recommendations
follow:
' First
Present to the present tax
commission a proposal for an Increase
1
mills in the present levy rate.
of
to produce an amount of $20,000 a
year necessary to take care of inter
est on the $400,000 water bonds IssUe.
Second To secure the approval of
the tax commission to this proposed
increase, since it would amount to
more than 5 per cent in excess of the
amount produced by tax levies during
the year preceding. (See Chapter 74
Laws of .1915.)
Third Tp ascertain from the proper authorities why the money paid to
the state and county by taxpayers of
Tor road, bridge and
Ainuquerque
flood purposes, amounting to approxi
mately $34,000 a year, cannot be so
(iistnmitd as to give these funds,
or the larger part of them back to
the city of Alhuquerqtle for use within the city.
Fourth To ascertain from the
proper authorities why Albuquerque
cannot have for use, the road and
auto tax money paid to the county
by its taxpayers.
Fifth To investigate the present
legislation
controlling the present
methods of handling the interest and
the penalties on delinquent taxes, to
ascertain why Albuquerque should not
receive siren amounts of this kind as
are due on delinquencies of her tax
1-

payers.
Sixth

To investigate

the legislation
governing the charge of 8 per cent
now made by counties for
nwinn
of city taxes, with a view of
reducing
nun to a smaller charm.
The consensus of
watf that
the only Increase in opinion
levy rate to be
asked for now would be the one to
provide for the Interest on the water

nu..
'

wus

'

,

instructed to proceed
a e- - wnere he will
lay
before the commission on taxes the
60
,n
1
tne
and
.LZTs
'
Evnu commendations.
'
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URGE

MEN TO PREPARE
FOR ENGINEERS
IWt MORNINO JOURNAL
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New York, July 17. The government proposes to carry on a student
recruiting campaign for the colleges
and universities of the country accord
ing to a statement made tonight by
Chancellor Elmer R. Brown, of New
York University, who has been called
to Washington to attend a conference
of educators with federal officials.
Chancellor Brown declured his owd
views on the subject were based upon
a recent Btatement by President Wil
son, whom he quoted as having said:
"My attention has lately been call
ed to the falling off in the number of
engineering students and this has
given me a good deal of concern. It Is
not only immediately necessary that
as many students as possible should
prepare themselves for engineering
duties in the army and navy, but it is
also of first consequence to the country that there should be an adequate-supplof engineers for the period of
reconstruction which must follow the
war.
"The role of the engineer has be
come more and more important in
every process of our industlral life
and I hope that influences may go out
which will call the attention of parents throughout the conutry to the'
importance of making any sacrifice
that It Is possible to make to keep
their sons in the schools even during
these trying times."
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Juice
For Freckles

Lenp
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Angeles,

RRRCIAL

rftaka

beauty lotion at

or?fewent, fry

Squeeze the Jule

two lemons Into
ounce of
white, shake well, and you
"of

a bottle containing three
orohard

have a quarter pint of the best freckle
and tan lotion, and complexion
at very, very small cost.
Your grocer has the lemons and any
or toilet counter will supply
store
drag --ounces
three
of orchard white for a
MkisaKo this sweetly frater centK
grant lotion Into the tace, neck, arms
ii and hands, each 'dayx and see how
freckles and tilemishes disappear and
4 how elear, soft and white the Skfln
is aatmlsao,
beau-tlfle-

.

.V,
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play, and Cyclone Higgins, p. p.. Is
the strangest character ever played
by a star. You vill scarcely believe
your eyes when you see Francis X,
Bushman In the title role. It !s wholly
different from anything else ho has
House."
ever done.
In "Cyclone Higgins, P. P." Mr.
Crystal 0cra House Dark.
Bushman plays the part of traveling
Itlcul Tliwtrr Dark.
1yrlc Theater Repeating "Cyclone preacher a parson who fights for
lliggins," with Francis X. Ttushman
and Beverly Bayne ns the stars: also
"A
Black
Sherlock
Holmes." an
Ebony comedy.
Vanillic Theater This theater is
repeating today, by special request. MI? l
Fairbanks in "The
Douglas
There will also be shown
a reel of "Pathe News. No. 54." and
a "Mutt and Jeff" comedy.
AT THE "R."
Pauline Frederick, who Is appearing at the "I!" theater today and tomorrow In the Paramount version of
''La: Tosca," made her debut as a
"daredevil" at Fort Marlon, Fla..
when sho made a sensational fall of
t'i rty feet from a parapet of the fort
into the water in the death scene of
f'La Tosca."
The scene follows the killing of her
lover, Mario, by the firing squad after
Tosca has stabbed Scarpia, tho chief
of police. In escaping the pursuing
soldiers, Tosca is supposed to be shot
fand falls lto the water. Miss Fred
erick could have allowed a "double
to do this scene for her but Edwnrd
Jose, her director, was not wrong in
supposing that she would accomplish
the feat to keep the picture up to the
very high standard which
prevails

throughout.
Other players in the cast nie Frank
Losee as the Baron
Scarpia, Jules
Raiicourt ns Mario, the lover; Henry
Hebert as Angelotti, the refugee, and
W. H. Forestelle as Spolettl.
tn connection with the above there
in
will also be shown a comedy-farcwhich "Fatty" Arhuckle' will appear
as the star In "Rough House."

THE LYRIC.
"Cyclone Higglns, P. P." is the
strangest name ever given to a photo
AT

cardo Flores
Iiihrado
Rivera, editors of Regeneration, a
newspaper published In Spanish, were
convicted here today in the United
States district contt of violation of
the espionage act. Sentence was post:
poned until tomorrow.
'
This was the fouth time Magon had
been convicted of violating federal
laws. The first conviction resulted In
a sentence to the Florence, Arte., penitentiary several years ago. He was
convicted here a third time June 53,
1916, for violation of the postal laws
and the sentence of a year and a t;ay
In this case recently was affirmed
States circuit court of
by the TJnited
J
.'

H

ft'

I

vAMN

iff,

FRANCIS X.BU5HMAN

Star

Metro

the Lord with his fists as well as his
He's a young cyclone when
brains.
he rets into action hence the name.
for?
What Pocs the. "D. P." stand
Well, that's 'somethinif else again,
Mawi'uss." Come and see.
Beverly Jlayne plays the. village
belle. The scenes are laid in a tiny
hamlet in the southern mountains.
'Emotions are real in Yellville, and no
time Is wasted in concealing them.
abounds in the quaint
The picture
community,
types of a bnckwoods
where life is stripped to its realities,
and humor is combined with drama
in thiH five-nproduction.
The above is beins repeated at the
lyric theater today onlv, and In connection there will be shown the comedy, "A Mack Sherlock Holmes."

ALIO

WHY NOT SUPPLY
YANKS WITH BQIV s
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Food Administration
State News Bulletin
Cuiiip Conservation.
Fish for food as well as for pleasure, suggests the United States food
administration to the thousands of
families who spend several weeks
every summer in cottages on lakes
and streams. Fish as a substitute for
meat has long been urged, and now
that the shortage of liwf in mrnin
xerious it is desirable to increase the
use of fish.
Fishing has an added charm when
one's dinner depends on the outcome,
and the Bport of camp cookery should
bo more attractlvA in u
in
"how many delicious ways the
fresh
cairn can be prepared for the table.
'Resides fried, baked and stuffed
fish there are other means of preparation which adapt themselves readily
to camp kitchens.
Fish Chowder.
Three pounds fish. 4 tablespoons
1
drippings,
medium onion choppen
fine, 1 quart sliced potatoes, 3 cups
hot milk.
Skin and bone the fish and cut into
inch cubes.
Cover the bone and
trimmings with cold water and let
simmer for
hour; cook the
onion in the fat five minutes in a
stew pan. Parboil the sliced p6tatoes
for five minutes, then drain and add
layers of fish and potatoes to the fat
and onion in tho stewnan.
.Season
each layer with salt nnrl
Strain the liquid in which the fish
bones have been bolllnir nvffi nil nnH
cook about, twenty minutes until fish
and potatoes are tender.
Then ndd
the scalded milk. If desired thicker,
sprinkle a little corn meal between
each layer of fish and potatoes.
Vegetable. Sauce,
Add one-hacup of green peas,
chopped celery, asparagus, cauliflower
or mushrooms to one cup of white
sauce.
Season well and se'rvn with
fish balls.
CI ice so Sadice.
Add one-hacup of grated cheeso
to one cup of white sauce. Use
c
instead of pepper in making
sauce.
An Oven Meal.
Feeding the family Is a very Important task at any season of the
year. Perhaps it is a more difficult
one in summer than in winter. The
appetite' becomes easily jaded during
the hot weather and needs constant
stimulation. It craves cold things to
drink rather than hot things to eat.
The housewife could easily give the
wants.
family what the family
It
would be far simpler to feed them
from the Ice box than to'stand over a
hot cook stove to prepare a meal.
But with careful planning even the
latter can be much easier. One of the
solutions is the $ven meal. With a
small oven that sits on ton of a
burner this means very little heat and
a great saving of fuel.
Since housewives are ursed to prepare as many perishable foods as possible during the summer months,
there are a number of scalloped vegetable dishes that can be
These with a roasted-meaor fowl and
a baked dessert ran be supplemented
at table by a green salad and behold,
there Is a bountiful meal prepared
with a minimum of heat. ''
In cooking an oven meal, however,
care must be taken that dishes are
selected requiring approximately the
same amount of. heat and that, the
oven Is not
The following suggestion for oven
combinations are made
with that
thought in mind:
Cnwifrole of Meat and Vegetables.
1.
Scalloped potatoes, baked rice
pudding, roast beef, francohia potatoes! diced turnips baked in the nan
With roast.
2.
Roast stuffod
chicken, sweet
potatoes, baken squash, prune whip
one-ha-

lf

lf
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SOLDIERS

CERTAIN TEUTONS

Al ARROW
tRV
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The
Hague,
July 17. German
"newspapers received here are raising
quite a pother over a story received
in Germany from Switzerland that a
have
large number of American-troop- s
shotbeen supplied with sawed-of- f
guns for close fighting.
The Cologne Gazette In commenting on the report, denounces American barbarism and assumes that
and scathing knives will soon
appear on the American front. The
newspapers warn the German troops
that the Americans are not "honorable warriors."
The ' Weser Zeitung say the barbarous shotgunB have, been served out
not because they are likely to be effective buf because
the
Americans can not use rifles and are
with
machine guns.
'badly supplied
tom-tthaw-

-
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ARE LOSING GRIP
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home was done in the presence of Mrs.
.
Johnson.
When Major King assumed his duties at Aberdeen he secured a position
-

-

for Johnson

It

In

Is believed

d

WIRI1

-

-

k.

OF. BELGIUM
MUST BE GUARANTEED'

FREEDOM

'
IRV MOffNINO

-

at the government proving grounds
here was shot and seriously wounded
tonight by Charles H. Johnson, ' at
whose house he has beero boarding.
The shooting, which occurred at the

JOURNAL SPCCIAl

With the French Forces in France,
July 17 (by the Associated Press,
Evening). 'jjJIiGermans today were
throwing their utmost efforts northward of the Marne In the direction of
Nanteuil-I.n-Fosswhich fell momentarily into their hands but shortretaken by the
ly afterwards was
French in a brilliant counter-attacis
The situation
generally regarded as
excellent fur the allies, who. Instead
of having to meet an offensive on a
grand scale, now are being forced to
ward off local attacks.
South of the Marne numerous German attacks were repulsed, while the
allies in counter-attack- s
regained
somo ground north of St. Agnan.
feelallied
the
.soldiers
the
Among
ing prevail that they have regained
the ascendancy over the enemy, and
they go forward with the greatest
confidence when ordered to carry-ou- t
counter-attackeven
when
their
numbers are considerably smaller
the
of
than those
enemy.'

PSCIAL LIARIO WIRRI

Aberdeen, Md
July 17.- Major
John R. King of Brooklyn, stationed

the pay department.
the heavy work1 connected with his duties unhinged
Johnson's mind. The shooting appar..
'.
appeals.
ently was unprovoked. Johnson was
' Magon and Rivera were accused of arrested. King's condition Is critical.
sending through the mails copies of
Regeneracion containing articles In
I will not be responsible for any
Spanish, the English translation of
Which had not. been submitted to the debts contracted; ty my wife from this
- JOXiS
t
LVUXS.
data.
boata) authorities;
-

Gold Seal Razors
Made by American Workmen of
American Steel. Price
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Must Make Good, Or We Will.

Whitney Hardware Co.

,

R. F. MEAD, Manager.
307

baked while the first course is being
served; baked beans, brown
bread,
onions en casserole, baked custard In
cups, fruit pie with crust of barley
flourt baked before the meat Is put
in to

roast).

NEGRO IS INDICTED
QUICK
IIT

TIMEAT DALLAS
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Wett Central.

REPUBLICANS

N, Y,

JO HOLD CONVENTION
MV MORNING JOURNAL
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LIAfltO
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Saratoga Springs, N. Y., July 17.
Republicans gathered here tonight for
the unofficial state convention which
will open tomorrow. A formal resolution expressing gnyiupathy for Col.
Theodore Itoosever on account of the
death In action overseas of his son,

was
lJallas, Tex., July 17. While an Lieut.
Roosevelt,
Quentin
angry crowd numbering about l.noo adopted.
men surrounded the Dallas county
Preparations were made tonight to
criminal court building today, AVill give Colonel Roosevelt one of tho
most enthusiastic demonstrations ever
Jones, a negro, was indicted for assault and murder and his trial set accorded to a republican in this state
for .Monday, Julyy 22, less than twelve by a party convention. Many of the
hours after county officers had learndelegates did not hesitate to express
ed of the assault and murder of Mrs. the hope that the convention might bb
Kugene Wolford at her home near stampeded into endorsing the former
Rose Hill, a village twelve mile.) president for the gubernatorial
northeast of Dallas. Jones confessed,
according to officers.
Don't neglect the "Two-Bit- "
Rert
An unsuccessful attempt was made
by the mob to force an entrance In CroM Club. Join today.
tho rear of the building. Officers with
drawn pistols forced the crowd to retreat and made eight arrests. One
officer was stabbed in the face.
Parifiea
Ti dMJ
Rnttuntti- Used as a Curative

1

SYMPATHIZERS

GERMAN

FORMED

HERE

LEAGUE

permanent
.'MV

MOPMNtt JOURNAL tPCCIAL

and
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York, July 17. Examination
of George von Skal, former managing
editor of the New York Staats Zeitung,
it was stated tonight, disclosed that
soon after the war began
German
sympathizers in this country organized "The League of the Iron Cross of
German Patriots in America." and
von Skal was elected secretary.
N'ew

rdii--

blemishes
r

linnitunl

color. Ideal for correcting
i
greaiy skins.

Smb mmmimm mIVa

Oriental Cream
O SmdlOe.hr Trial SI

FERJD. T. HOPKINS A SOX Hew York

SUBSCRIBE' NOW!
THE JOURNAL

TO

Tobacco Fund
How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!
fey special arrangement The Jourm.1 guarantee
to deliver,
through an arrangement with tobacco manufacturers, two dollar
worth of tobacco, for- every dollar subscribed, to our Soldiers ta
France and On the way to France,
The packages (SOc worth of tobacco) art put up ta attraotlro
patriotic packages. In every package wo put a return postal oard
with your name and address no that you will get word back from
the battlefields from a many soldier as you subscribe II seat
-

piece.

t
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over-fille-
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newsLondon, July
papers give prominence to an Interesting Statement on' Belgium Sv Prof.
Hans Pdliiueek in the Neues Welner
Journal, says an Exchanse Telegraph
The statedispatch from Amsterdam.
'
; "
ment reads:
now
will lose nothing by
"Germany
declaring her readiness to evacuate
Belgium without conditions and to
her Independence and Integrity. Germany has plenty of other
safeguards.
Belgium Is not only a
German question; it is a world question.
"No peace is possible in the world
unless liclgium Nis as free as before
the. war. Even America has the
Until
greatest interest In Belgium.
Belgium becomes free: the world can
not accept even the' indirect rule of
Germany uvtr her.

;

oven-cooke-

$3.00

THE RAZOR USED BY THE
EXPERT BARBER

Phone 76.

lf
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IT TIIK TIIKATr.ns TODAY.
"IV TliouicrAdolph
Zukor presents the popular film star, Pauline
Frederick, as the leadinz character
In "La Tosca"; also Fatty" Arhuckle
in a comedy-farc- e
entitled
Rough

LKARIB WIRt.
If.-- -

Calif., July
Magon and

GENCO

tice is done In mv case."
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PLANES

July 17.

'

LOAN BURDEN

Chicago, July U. Assertion that
the continuation of tho war and the
shifting of young men who w'orked in
previous Liberty Loan campaigns Into
military or industrial service is placing the burden of raising future loans
upon the women, was made by every
chairman at the session today of
the National Woman's Liberty Loan
committee.
Representatives from
more than forty states were present
at the' meeting. Many of the women
told of the opposition they had en
countered In the work for the last
loan, attributing much of their diffi
culties to the German Idea that
"woman's place is In the home."
Much prejudice also was encoun-

Calif.,

Francisco,

Thomas J. Mooney. under sentence of
death following his conviction of murder in connection" with the preparedness day bomb explosion here In July,
1916, was transferred today from the
county Jail in this city to the state
penitentiary at Sun Qmntin to await
execution, now fixed for August 23.
Mooney's transfer was accomplished
quietly. He was taken by automobile
to the ferry station and thence by
steamer to San Quentin.
Sheriff
Thomas J. Finn and one deputy
guarded him. At the prison he was
put through the usual routine, being
registered, photographed, garbed in
prison clothes ami assigned a number.
He was then taken to a cell In the section of the prison reserved for persons
under sentence of death.
"I fear the gallows far less than
District Attorney Fickert of San
Francisco fears a new trial for me,"
Mooney said. "My being sent to the
penitentiary today should he a signal
for action on the part of labor
throughout the world to see that Jus-

Tlwatcr Today anil Tomorrow.

At tluj ''IS"

BEING PUT UPON WOMEN
IBV

HORNINO JOURNAL RRICIAL LCAIKO WIRI1

San

Matri-maniac-

tered, It was said, from country1 bankers. "After conducting a Liberty Loan
BAGGED BY YANKEES campaign even In Colorado where
women vote and have voted we learn
that there are some men who regard
. far MOaNINS JOURNAL SeeCIAL
LIAXO
With the American Army on the us as the sex that cheers but does not
Marne, July 17 :by Hhe Associated finance," said Mrs. Helen Ring Rqb- Rress). French observers reported mson, state chairman for Colorado.
today that thirteen enemy airplanes
fell in the region over Which en EDITORS
QF SPANISH
American pnreult squadron was paPAPER ARE INDICTED
trolling and fighting Tuesday.'

MANY ENEMY

tRV

-

Knslnper Rrrts.
Assistant Ehgineev Beyer reported
that numerous complaints have been
received regarding the condition of the stand.
the city's streets, and declared that
With the present force of men he h.'is
emoloyert he cannot improve the con
dltlons: He asked that the commisL
sioners consider the purchase .of an
loader
for
the city's gravel
automatic
truck, and said this would in a large
City

IS

OUENTINf

Made in U. S. A.

TO HANG AUG. 23

MOeNINO JOURNAL PICIAl
WtKBl
Police Recommend Liquor LParis, July 17. The second dav of
icense of G, Toti Be Can- the trial of Louis Malvy, former minister of the interior, charged with
celled; Will Have Ten Days high treason, was overshadowed by
the
of elation at the failure of
to Dispose Stock on Hand, the feeling
German
Parisians ig-

The principal business at a meetwhich
ing of the city commission, at
Chairman C. F. wade was absent, was
the revocation of the family liquor li
cense of Q. Toti, who was fined iuu
In police court yesterday morning on
a charge of having sold liquor in
smaller amounts than is allowed by his
license, Toti arranged to appeal his
case and filed $400 in appea) bond
This action, however, did not deter
the commission from revoking the li
cense.
The revocation was made upon rec.
ommendation of the chief of police,
who declared Toti's violations of the

MOONET TAKEN TO)

SCANT ATTENTION
BT

TURE"

EVERY MEAL A

"

POISONOUS INJECTION
Few folk tvttunnt . from kieny and
bla.Mer troublra ever think that the meala
which they are taking; are haatenlnc their
death. Every morael of food taken glvea up
It
quantity of uric acid. Title polnon ia
taken Into the ayatem through a dieeaaed
condition of the kldneya and bladder. Ia
the healthy man nature provides-a'outlet
for thla puiion. Thoae in
muet
take a medicinal help ta drive thla death-dealin- g
poison from the ayatem. For over
GOLD MEDAL Haarlem. Oil
300 year
a
have been doing thla work. They effect
In
all
relief
dlaeaaes
prompt
arlelog from
kidney and bladder troublea. . Don't put off
thla vital matter of attending to your health
until It la time to make. your funeral ar(let a box of GOLD MEDAL
rangement!,
Haarlem Oil Capiulea today,
tor the
genuine. Your drugglat Bella them. They
aia guaranteed nr money refunded. Inalat
un GOLD MEDAL Brand,
..

lok

TOBACCO
FROM

IS MIGHTY SCARCE
Near the Trenches.
OmX COBB'S "PATHS Or GLORY"

I recall now, we had com through the gat of h school
house to where the automobile stood when a puff of wind blowing
to us from the left, Which meant from across the battlefront brought
tu oar nose s certain smell which we already knew full wIU
"You get It, I see said the German officer, who stood along-I- d
of me. 'it come from three mile oft, hut you can got it fire
mile when the wind la strong' and he waved hi left arm toward
It a though the scent had been a visible thing. That
why
tobacco la so scare with us along tb staff back yonderexplain
tat Laoa.
"All the tobacco which can be spared Is sent to tho men la tho
front trenches. As long as tbey amoks sad keep on smoking they
can stand that"
"A

No Matter How Small

the Amount

Send It lav

Our boy are going to need tobacco tn treat QuabUties. Fill oat
the coupon now Today I None Too Boon and males It generous 1
Bring it, or mail It, to The Journal Offlos.

THE JOURNAL, ALBUQUERQUE,
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OF THE TEAMS

STANDING

DOUBL E- - HEADER

NATIONAL bF.AGVR.
W.

5

DIVIDED

11

D

i".rt

2 3

45

.17

.

Pittsburgh

D

3 7

.31
.51

Cincinnati

4

5

42

Philadelphia

3

7

4

AMhT.MWX

1 i

I.PVCIAL COMBB.PONO.NC.

7

4C

35

4 7

27

32

.3

1

I.KAfJlE.
4

7

I..
35
4

0

4

LOSE TIGHT CAME

2

IVt

.5U
.541
.531
.51S

4.1

3S

43
39
3S

4

35

4 3

.4 3S

30

4 7

.390

41
4

4SS

4

New York
Cincinnati, July
PLAY TODAY
and Cincinnati broke even in a double-heade- WHERE THEY
Cincinnati winning the first
the second. WHERE they play ...
game and New York
NATIONAL I.FAM i:.
Scores First game:
Itoston at Cincinnati.
New York.
AB. H. H. HO. A. K
Brooklyn nt Chicago.
3
New York lit St. bonis.
0
Burns, cf
3
0
Philadelphia al Pittsburgh.
Young, rf
4
0
Fletcher, ss
AMI 1HCAN I.KAGl'i:
0
3
Doyle, 2 b
Detroit at New York.
Zimmerman. 3b . . 4 n
Chicago at Philadelphia.
0
Wilholt, If
St. I.ouis at Iloston.
0
Holke, lb
Cleveland at Washington.
McCarty, c . . .
17.

r,

1

.

0
0

p

xRarlden

.

ON SALE TODAY

Senators Come From Behind
and Defeat Indians; Chapman's Fielding Is Feature of
the Game; Score 4 to 5,

...in

.....

i

All $5.00 lo 90.00 W. b. Douglas

Dress Shoes
and Oxfords

ititn wif

Washington, July 17. Washington
fame from behind again today to (le
feat Clevland. 2 Chapman's fieldin!
was a feature. Score:
Cleveland:.
AH. K. H. l'O
Chapman, ss
3
Johnston, lb
4
Speaker, cf
3
Roth, rf
Wumhsganss, 2 b. . 3

Filial Clash

.....

.

If

Evans,
Craney,
O'Neill,
Hagby,
Farmer,

b
x
c
p
xx

AH

n

I't of
Men's Handkerchiefs

3

3

i

b")C

"

0

1
4
8 24 16
33
Totals
Big bot, of
Rig bol of
x
Hutted for Kvans in ninth,
xx
Hutted for Bagby in ninth.
Washington.
AH. R. H. PO. A. E.
0
2
4
3
0 0
If
Shoiton,
Values up to $2.00
1
Values up to SJ.no
2
0
3
4
Foster, 3b
i
(Jo at
Final
')
2
0
Judge, lb
4
U
0
4
0,
cf
Milan,
BROMG
o
o
3
2
Schulte, rf
4
2
2
4
(I
Oj
Shanks, 2b
1
4
2
(I
0
0
McBride, ss
I
3
2
3
0j
e
Plcinlch,
0
0
0
nCllL rOIMIKKUKri " MO.NIHa JOUNl
Tex Harper, p
17.
M.,
X.
July
0
0
0
Mugdulciiu,
(i
Johnson, ?.
,
I
2
0
0
0
Austin, manager of the Round-upMatteson, p
here
August
will
take
which
place
from
a
message
received
today
Batted for Harper In sixth
5 11 27 11
Hugh J. Strickland, formerly of Fort
30
Totals
now
the
ridnig
doing
Worth. Tex.,
300 001 0004
Cleveland
thf
in
Fairbanks
stunts for Douglas
5
101 100 20x
Washington
)
movies, slating that he (Strickland
hit Roth.
Summary:
ride
could
he
would wager Jl.tnm that
Three-bas- e
hits Chapman, Picinich.
and scratch the famous Albuiuenue Stolen
bases Johnston,
Shotton,
"Dunn
done, Shanks. Sacrifice hits Judge,
bucking outlaw horse,
Picihere.
at the Round-uSacrifice
nich, Roth, Wambsganss.
"Dunne Cone" is the famous bucket flies Judge, Harper. Bases on bulls
Off Bagby 3, Matteson 1. Innings
belonging to Miss Jerry King of Albuvicquerque, and the horse has made
pitched By Harper 6, by Matteson 3.
tims of many of the best riders in the Hit by pitcher By Harper (Johnworld, including Tex Parker and Leon- - ston. Struck out By Harper 1, by
ard Stroud, two of the greatest buck- Baghy 1, by .Matteson 3. Wild pitch
ing horse riders who ever mounieu By Harper.
the hurrican deck of a bucking out- Boston
law.
St. IxhiIs
Boston, July 17. Boston took both
Hugh J. Strickland was the winner
of first money in the bucking horse games today from St. bonis. The secriding at the Cheyenne Frontier day's ond was only five innings, called on
Ruth pitched the
contest at Cheyenne, Wyo... in lftlli, account of rain.
winning it with the title of world's, second gamo and made two doubles in
champion broncho busier, and losing twice at bat. In the fourth Innintr
ba of the second
and
game
Schang
it two weeks later to Emery
Grande of Medicine Hat, Alta., Can- Severeid fought at the plnte. Both
players were ordered out of the game.
ada, at the New York Stampede.
S.riekland looked like an easy bet Schang claimed Severeid was unnecto retain his title at the stampede, essarily rough in tagging him. Scores
First game:
but was injured In the wild horse race
St. bonis.
ami to this he attributes his defeat.
AH. R. It. PO. A. E.
It is understood that Fairbanks is
R
1
3
0
0
backing Strickland in the matter of Malsel, b
n
4
trying to ride "Dunne (lone," and it Austin, ss . . .
is barely possible that Fairbanks may Slsler, lb
be present himself when the contest Demmltt, rf
takes place. Mr. Austin immediately Tobin, If
got in touch with Miss King by wire Oedcon, 2b
and articles of agreement are being Smith, cf
Nunamaker,
y
drawn.
Wright, p .
xllendryx .
EXCITING FINISHES IN
Totals
.34 0 7 24 11 .1
GRAND CIRCUIT RACES
Boston.
AR. R. H, PO. A. E.
lT MOHNINS JOURNAL SPICIAL LIAttO WIWIl
R
1
0
0
0
0
rf
Kalamazoo, Mich., July 17. Exclt Hooper, 2b
1
4
2
3
Shean,
featured
fields
and
finishes
big
ing
o
1
4
0
0
2
Strunck. cf
today's Grand circuit races.
4
1
0
0
0
3
Ruth, If
three
of
consisted
card
Today's
0
0
0
0
0
0
If
events carried over on on account of Whiteman.
fl
0
3
0
0 12
Mclnnls, lb
of
ono
nent
and
yesterday's postpone
1
1
4
0
0
6
ss
the events originally scheduled for to- Scott,
0
0
4
0
2
2
3b
Barbare,
day.
3
0
0
5
c
2
2
Mayer,
was
In the 2:05 pace, Directum J.
4
1
1
0
3
3
Bush,
p
unfavorite against the field, but was
Wallter Cochato
able to win a heat.
35 7 12 27 13 0
Totals
took the first heut, Mary Rosalind
x Batted for Wright In ninth.
CoParr the second and then Walter
Score
'Hs'i'
"V
Mwmimmg?S
chato came back and landed ahead in St. bonisby Innings:
000 000 0000
,(,
the third.
7
030 120 Olx
Boston
Walter Cox upset calculations in the
e
hits Oedeon,
Summary:
2:10 pace by winning the second and
Smith, Barbare. Mayer, Shean, Strunk
third heats handily with Betsy Ham Three-base
hits Shean, Bush. Stolen
lin. Budlight and Alcantara were fa
Austin
Double
base Austin.
Frank Baker,. "Home Run" Baker, famous batter of the New York
vorites in this event, the former win to Oedeon. Base on balls play
Off Wright American League club, who had a slump for two years after he left
nlntr the first heat.
4, off Bush 3. struck out
By Wright Connie Mack in Philadelphia, has come back.
He made his
d
The
trot was an easy 2, by Bush 4. Passed ball
Nunahit for the season at New York, July 8. Moreover, he Is the first big
'
victory for the Murphy entry, Chest- maker.
make one hundred hits.
nut I'etcr. Peter Vola was a
n. IT. E league player to
Second game:
1

CONTESTS

1

1

Ribbed

59c
Ills bot of

billon Suits, Worth

Men's 50c and
Hats
$'.'.00

Will Go nl

Go at

98c

19c

69c

93c

55
11

Final Clash

Men's
Underwear

bi-t-

1

1

Men's Tennis Shoes
and Oxfords

Ills bot of

Men's Dress
Shirts

Men's Straw
Hats.

Ml RIDER

1

All $1.2.1 anil $1.30

$17.i up

2c

3

at

lc

this Season's Styles and Patterns, including Hart
Schaffner & Marx good suits, go at

values, Final Clash

4

1

trie values, go

Big

4

Wood,

S3.98

Canvas Gloves

Men's Suits

this season's ncwesl sljlcs

All

Fifty Doen

All $25.00 to $35.00

RBANKS WILL

0
1 18 24 13
35
Totals
I (Batted for Perritt in ninth.
Cincinnati.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
n
1
1
0
3
Groh, 3b
0
5
3
2
4
0
b. Masee, 2b
1
0
2
0
4
Houah, cf
0
0
3 11
4
0
Chase, lb
0
0
4
0
0
4
Neal, If
1
0
0
0
3
0
Griffith, rf
Blackburne, ss ... 3 " 01 42 42 00
3
Wlngo, c
0
1
0
3
Schneider, p
1

IMS AN D prices!

THESE

IS

4

33

51

Philadelphia

JOUHNAkl

MON!N

TO

".

.474
.432
.427

W.

Roslon
Cleveland
Now York
Washington
Chicago
St. l.onis
Detroit

11

WASHINGTON IS

Pet.

b.

Chicago
New York

Boston
St. Louis
Brooklyn

GIANTS

Cincinnati Takes First Game,
New York Annexes
2 to
Second Contest, 4 to 1;
Both Games Are Tight,

Perritt,

18, 1918.

Albuquerque Morning Journal. Thursday, July

FOUR

75c

1

1

9 27
2
3
Totals
Score liy Innings:
nft0 010 ""A 1
New York
2
000 020 OOx
Cincinnati
Two-bas- e
hits Chase,
Summary:
Stolen bases Oroh, Young
Burns.
Wilholt. Sacrifice hit Perritt. SacDouble plays I
rifice fly Oroh.
Magee to Blackburne to Chase;
Blackburne to Chase; Blackburne to
b. Magee to Chase, Base on balls
out By
Off Schneider 2. Struck
Schneider 2. by Perritt 2. Wild pitch
1

7.

1

Two-bas-

Perritt.

twenty-wne-innin-

'

U

In the tWfIl-- l

kl,tnCT vonarvo

won for Chicago. Barber, bat- for
Zelder, slngleu; waison nn
twig
Killlfer, and McCfabe, hatting for Tyler, beat out a bunt, filling the bases
with none out. Flack then delivered
his fifth hit of the game, scoring
st

AK. It. IT. PO. A. E.
a
6 13
0
9

buderus, lb

1

0

0

9

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2

4

3

24

2

0

7

2

3

0
0

2

5

10

9

Meusel, If
Cravath, r f
Hemingway, 2b
Adams, c
Burns, c
Watson, p

9
1
8

. .

7
1
8

.1

.

In the first Flack's walk, a single
and an infield out gave Chicago its
first run. Philadelphia tied in the
fourth on Ilollocher's fumble of Williams' grounder, followed by safe hits
by Stock and buderus. Hollocher's
bobble was the only one made on either side, the Phillies playing errorless
ball in support of Watson. Score:
Philadelphia.
9

0--

.

Barber.

Bancroft, ss
Williams, cf
Stock, 3b

0
0
0
0
0
0

.

v.

"f,

Two-bas-

Totals

.

76

13x60 30

1

0

Chicago.
AB. R. II. PO. A. E.

4

Flack, rf
Hollocher, ss
Mann, If
b
Merkle,
Paskert, cf
Deal, 3I
Zelder, 2b
Killlfer, c
Tyler, p
Barber, i.
McCabe, zx

8

1

3

7

2

1

1

6

7

0
0
0
0

9

9

9

1

3

three-year-ol-

3 28

0

3

S

)

2

0
6
10

8

i)

7

1

8

o

4

1

1

1

0

0
0

7
0
0

1

7

0
0

St.

bonis ,

1
75
2 19 63 30
Totals
x None out when winning run
scored.
z Batted for Keider
In
twenty-firs- t.

Batted

for Tyler

In

twenty-firs- t.

i
000 100 000 000 000 000 000
000 100 000 000 000 000 000
Summary: Two-bas- e
hits Holloch-

Philadelphia

2
1

er, Hemingway. Stolen' bases Flack,
Cravath (2)., Sacrifice hits PaBkert,

Hollocher. Double plays Bancroft to
Hemingway to buderut. Bases on balls
Off Watson 4, Tyler b Hit by pitcherBy Watson (Killlfer). Balk-Wa- tson.
Struck out By Watson G,
by Tyler 8.

Pittsburgh 5i Brooklyn 4.
Pittsburgh. July 17. Pittsburgh
wade it three straight victories ov"er
.

Brooklyn
nings.
Score:
Brooklyn

by winning

In

eleven

in-

R. H. E.
002 200 000 00
..010 210 000

Pittsburgh
Batteries: Robertson
Cooper and Schmidt.

4

6

015

13

and

3
3

Miller;

St. Ijouifi 4; Boston 3.
Mo., July 17. St. Louis
broke even with Boston by winning
In the nijith (nnlng. A single by Belr.el
after two were out scored Fisher with
the winning run.
Boston v. ...,002 100 000 3 8 2
-

St. Louis,

SC

Luia

..020 J)0il

1014

10

000 00

0

3

4

ft 0

it

.

CAMP

.

BOYS

KEARNY

GET NEW
tlY

MORNING

JOURNAL

TRAINING

IPtCIAL LIAICD WIRIl

Camp Kearney, San Diego, Calif.,
of
July 17. Training in problems
trench warfare has bocn abandoned
temporarily by machine gun units
here, and open warfare rules now are
t
the rule.
D buttery of the. 146th machine
gun battalion, largely composed of
New Mexicans, faced a problem today
in covering an attack by indirect fire.
The gunners were requlre'd to drop
,

ENEMY

'Continued from

P"'J!3nj5v,

bullets on targets concealed fropi them
by a hill, and were supposed to be firing over a force of their own men on
the other side of the hill. The firing
technically was not barrage, but more
or less of a "rough and ready" affair,
such as might be demanded at any
time and almost anywhere in a buttle. area.1
Promotions of the band leaders to
be second lieutenants, announced to
day, Included:
Albert R. Etzwcler, 158th (Ari
zona ) infantry.
:,

.Toln

'the

"Two-lilt-

lie, OroM

"

By

Purifying ,the Blood.

Once you tct yotif blood free from
Impurities cleansed of the. catarrhal
poisons, which it Is now a prey to because of its unhealthy state then yog
will be relieved of Catarrl?
the dripping in the throat, hawking and spitting, raw sores in the nostrils, and the
disagreeable bad breath.' It was caused, In the first place, because your Impoverished blood Was easily Infected.
Possibly a slight cold or contact with
someone who had, a cold. But thj
point la don't suffer wlh Cattirrh
It ! not ntcessaiy.
The med S. S.

over fifty years ago,
tested, true and tried, is obtainable at
any drug store. It bus proven its value
In thousands of cases. It will do so
In'your case. Get S. S. S. at 19once and
a long
begin treatment. If yours
standing case, ba sure to write foi
free expert medical advice. We will
tell you how this purely
vegetable
blood tonic cleanses the impurities
from the blood by literally washing It
clean.
We will prove to you that
thousands of sufferers from Catarrh
after consistent treatment with S. S
S., have been freed from the trouble
and all Its disagreeable features and
restored to perfect health and vigor.
Don't deluv the treatment. Address
Medical Director, 439 Swift Lahora
tory, Atlanta. Ga." '
S.. discovered

.

--

Ruling

DUKE CITY
LUMBER

HELP
UNCLE
SAM

NEGRO TROOPS AIDING
IN RESISTING ENEMY
v MOHNINA JOURNAL RCCIAL LAtf O WINC1
With the American Arjrty on the
Vtnrne, July 17 (by the Associated
Press). American negro troops are
helping to hold the allied line against
the Fifth Oerman offensive.
They requested the favor of being
permitted to take over a part of the
line of attack, though they had been
holding a piece of a French Bcctor for
the last three months without relief

Soi.r Stomach anil Belchinff.
"When I began taking ' Chamberlains Tablets three years ago I was
troubled most of the time with belching and sour stomach. I also had
This
headache
and constipation.
remedy was Just what my system
needed. It strengthened my digestion
and restored me to my former good
health," writes Mrs. A. V. .Smith,
Jordan. N. Y.

JH.

and

-

Coppe

-

Wallace Hesselden

i

We are In a position to give
more value for the money than 4
any other BUILDING FIRM In J
Office With

The Superior Lumber & Mill Co.
PHONE

til

Opportunity

Silver And Gold Which
You Can Exchange For

War Savings

Ave.

General Contractor,

Wonderful

To Let Uncle Sam Win
The War And At The Same
Time Get Rid Of Odd.
And Ends Of Old'

Hudson for
Picture Frames
Fourth

w. s. s
A

Wall Paper
I
I

By Getting

For Gold and Silver

f Hudson for Signs

nub.

Treatment for Catarrh: S. S; S. Removes the Cause

For Cattle and Hogs tho
Market Prices Are Paid

also, as was expected, have brought
up fresh forces in an endeavor to
push forward their project in this
Cleaners-Hatte- rs
region. There is a veritable deluge
of shells from the guns of both sides
Phone 44t.
220 West Gold.
along the entire Maine front.
On the British front in northern
France and Flanders the (lermans are
keening nn violent bombardments on
various sectors using both gas and
Palnta, Oils, Glass, Majthold Ho ttog
high explosive shells. Gas has been
and Building Paper.
used extensively on the Vlllers-Bre- LUMBER
BALDRIDGE
tonneatix sector, where the British J. C.
for several days past have been deCOMPANY
livering successful patrol attacks and
sector
Albert
The
taking prisoners.
Journal Want Arts bring result.
Is coming in for an Increased shower
of shells of all kinds. Nowhere, however, has the Herman command seen
fit as yet to start an infantry engagement, if one is contemplated.
In Albania the French and Italian
to muss progress
troops continue
against the Austrians, and in the Italian sector, up in the mountains, repulsed by the Italians.

M

j Best

-'

THE WM. FARR CG.X
DEFENSE HOLDS
Wholesale and He la I' Dealers in
AT MOST ALL
t'KKSJl AND SALT MEATS
Sausage a Specialty
POINTS INRHEIMS ZONE

ALLIED

2

The 2:16 trot with a field of twelve Boston . .
202 00 4 8 0
won by the Comet, an
(Called end fifth, rain.)
outsider. A fourth heut was necessary
Batteries: Rogers and Severeid,
to decide It. The track was still heavy
Ruth and Schang, Mayer.
as a result of Tuesday's rain and the Nunamaker;
time ruled slow.
New
game postponed;
rain. Two games tomorrow.
Buwball Magnates in 1Cgal Fight.
Cleveland, Ohio, July 17. August
Herrman, chairman of the national
baseball commission, in common pleas
ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN
court here today filed his answer to
the suit of the Philadelphia American
At Kansas City 2; St. Paul 4.
league buseball club, against members
At Milwaukee 5; Minneapolis 1.
of the commission and the Boston
At Toledo 3; Columbus 1.
National league club to restrain them
At Louisville 0; Indianapolis 2.
from interfering with the services of
Pitcher Scott Perry. In his answer
Mr. Herrmann says the commission
was created under a national agreePACIFIC COAST LEAGUE.
ment for the purpose of settling base:
ball disputes and other controversies v
and contends that the majority of the
1xn Angeles 7j Vonion 5,
commission members awarded Perry
Los Angeles, July 17.
to the Boston club. He says that all
R. Ib E.
Score:
rulings of the commission in such Vernon
1
9
5
.
matters have been considered final
1
1 12
Los
Angeles
answer.
no
further
and makes
and
Batteries: Mitchell. 'Fromme
Devormeri Brown and- Boles.
Tablets. ..Ctiamberlam-Chamberlain's Tablet are intended
onnnlIK' for stomach troubles, bil
iousness and constipation, and hnveJ DOUGHBOYS DROP SLOW
I
KM "
lllt'l Willi IIIUi:il
ment of those diseases. People who
CONTEST TO SAMMIES
have suffered for years with stomach
trouble and have been unable to obTho Central School Sammies won a
tain any permanent relief, have been
completely cured by the use of these slow game from the Doughboys of
tablets. Chamberlain's Tablets are the Summer school at the Reynolds
also of great value for biliousness. ball park yesterday afternoon. The
Chronic constipation may be perma-nentl- y Sammies', victory placed them In the
cured by taking Chamberlead of all other school teams. The
lain's Tablets and observing the plain Jack rabbits
of the Fourth ward and
bottle.
with
each
directions
printed
the Wild Cats will contest honors at
the grounds this afternoon, ,
Journal Want Ads bring; results.

starters was

York-Detro-

xz

ANY

WE REFUND MONEY ON ANY PURCHASE NOT SATISFACTOi

e

"Home Run" Baker first to Make 100 Hits

-

Chlcnco 2; Philadelphia 1.
a
Chicago, July 17. Establishing
for extra inning
record
season's
games and coming within one inning
of the league record, Chicago today
g
defeated Philadelphia in a
pitchers' duel between
Watson and Tyler.
The National league extra Inning
record was established in 1917 when
twenty-tHrooklyn ami Pittsburgh went Boswo
innings. Philadelphia and
ton established the American league
lecord in 1906 ' when they played
twenty-fou- r
innings. '
Mitchell's mobilization of,
Manager
.
l.

NGCOi

CLOT

ID

p

R- H- ESecond game:
0
100 003 0004 11
New York
7
1
000 000 0101
Cincinnati
Batteries: Causey and Rariden; El-- l
r and Win go.
-

WR

1

and

,

Thrift Stamps
Wright of the
Wright Trading Post 4th
and Gold has been placed in
charf e of this by the War
Mrs. C. A.

Savings Committee and will
return to you the full value
of the articles in stamps.

Glass, Paint

Cement, Plaster
Lumber Company
Albuquerque
4al hohth ruurr ih'iulot.-

VMbtguerque Morning Journal, Thursday, July 18, 1918.

Locations of Disco nbnt Races in Crumbling Austrian Empire.

HOLD ELECTION

FIVE

CZECHOSLOVAKS

am Sincere!

I

SAME

USUAL

V

J BOHEMIA.
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.
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Listen to me! Calomel sickens and you may lose a
day's work. If bilious, constipated or
headachy read my guarantee.

BURIAN'S CLAIMS
VIENNA

I

George S. Klock is of the Opinion We Should Not Deviate from Our Accustomed
Course on Account of War,
(By George S. Klock.)
One of the leading citizens of our
state has submitted a communication
that an extra session of the legislature be called to submit to the people
a proposed amendment to the state
constitution, by which the state election designated by the same constitution to be held November 6 proximo
be deferred and that all state, county
and district officers be continued in
the public service for a definite time
to be set in the proposed amendment
to the constitution. To avoid conflict
with the federal constitution it is suggested that all political parties unite
in returning to service the
present
outgoing United States senator and
representative in congress. The sug
gestion for this course is ably supported by argument and I am not one
of those disposed to question the good
faith of the writer. However, I dissent from the plan and believe that It
would be very
to hold an
election for the purpose of ascertaining whether them shall be an election
already provided for by our constitution and laws.
l ulled in Support of War.
I believe that men and women of
all political parties are reasonably
well
united in support of the war
policy of our country.
If this unity
of purpose does not prevail I believe
that the holding of an election will
tend to weld public opinion to act in
support of the pledged purpose of the
allied armies now tr ig,
unonthe
battle flelili
E.". n io sustain the
r
tv
:na
prlnd''
equality
' l.
Tbe American
.!"' " f".;i classified Into
'
the representatives
i'ir
.ave been actuated by the
i
patriotism. The exceptions
ure rare in which our principal public servants have not sustained the
administration in its well directed efforts to make the war power of the
United States the decisive factor in
subduing the enemies of public liberty upon the battle fields of Kurope.
a do not doubt that the platform declarations of the two principal parties
will be expressed In the highest praise
and commendation of our people in
their gigantic efforts to overcome the
oppression of the central powers of
Europe, May our people acquire the
wisdom of moderation and discuss
questions which will arise In the
course of the campaign without heat,
prejudice
rancor.' I believe that
the provisions of our constitution
should not be changed to defer an
election.
An election over the proposed
constitutional
amendment
would tend to divide our people into
factions
and
groups
and this would
Je more detrimental to the unity of
should now prevail
purpose which
than the heat and strife incident to
a campaign.
An election is our accustomed course and may we continue
to pursue it.
Soldiers Should Vot
I also believe that the
legislature
should be summoned In extra session
to make provision for the votes of
our soldiers, not only those somewhere in France and abroad but in
the training camps of our own coun
try. Such course tends to support
their civic Interest in public affairs
which would not be overcome by the
rigor of their service in field and in
ramp. Nothing better could be said
upon this subject than the words uttered by Mr. Lincoln a few days after
.his election as president in 1864. Ills
prophetic vision then as always theretofore reached Into a far future. In
response to a serenade of congratulations November 10. he said:
Views of Lincoln.
"It has long been a grave question
whether any government not too
strong for the liberties of Its people
can be strong enough to maintain its
own existence in great emergencies.
On this point the present rebellion
brought our republic to a severe test;
and a presidential election, occurring
in regular course during the rebellion,
added not a little to the strain.
"If the loyal people united were put
to the utmost of their strength by the
rebellion, must they not fall when
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Stop Calomel!
Guarantee Dodson's Liver Tone

National Council at Washington Shows Up Inconsistencies in Statements of Austrian Foreign Minister,

-

Liven up your sluggish liver! Feel
fine and cheerful; make your work a
pleasure; .be vigorous and full of ambition. But take no nasty, dangerous
calomel, because it makes you sick
and you may lose a day's work.
TO MOSNINQ
(SRCCIAL CORRISPONDINCS
JOURNAL)
Calomel is mercury or quicksilver
which causes necrosis of the bones.
Washington, July 1". A comment
nry on Austrian Foreign Minister Hue Calomel crashes into sour bile like
rlan's statement issued today by the dynamite, breaking it up. That's when
k
national council here you feel that awful nausea and crampsays that Durian, a Mngyar politician, ing.Listen to me!
If you want to enjoy
talks in the name of Germany as the nicest,
gentlest liver and bowel
much as in the name of
cleansing you ever experienced, just
and snys his. statement is an ad- take a spoonful of harmless Dodson's
mission of defeat with Austria offerLiver Tone tonight. Your druggist or
ing it German peace, accompanied dealer sells you a bottle of Dodson's
by Austrian whining.
Regarding liuiian's assertion that
Austria "does not meddle with the affairs of foreign countries," and thereDF
A
fore "resolutely declines foreign interference In any form," the statement says:
"It must not be forgotten that the
DAY FOR
war was started by an attempt on the
to
the
Austria
with
interfere
of
part
internal affairs of a neighboring state
Serbia. This refutes llarnn Hurian's
AT
FUNSTOW
but
statement about
also uncovers another lie, that Austria has been fighting a war of defense. Austria started this war by
her attempt to subdue the lialkans;
at Camp
It was Austria who declared a war of Roaster Is Installed
aggression upon Sorbin.
That Will Brown Three
"Baron Hurian states that this war
is continued hy the entente that 'one
Thousand Pounds
Daily;
y
half of
may perish
Freshness is Feature,
in order to make the other half happy.' Nobody desires that the dermans
and Magyars of the monarchy perish;
(RV MORNING) JOU.
AL RRSCtAL LIAICU
they are to go perfectly free if they
Camp Funston, Kans., July 17. A
only allow the others to go their way.
Moreover, the Germans and Magyars coffee roasting plant with a capacity
do not by any means constitute a half for turning out 3,000 pounds, nicely
of the monarchy: they are the minorbrowned, each day, is being installed
in this iamp. Coffee may not be conity. If they can not live without thrivsidered a very important feature in
ing on the lives of the majority then
the daily bill of fare, hut it cuts unite
they, of course, must perish.
"The Czecho-Slovanation, for one, a figure in the cunip as a whole when
proclaimed through its deputies that one stops to consider that In winter
their demand for complete political months Ihn soldiers here have consumed as high us 2,000 pounds n clay.
independence can not be solved by Internal Austrian constitutional means, In fact that figure a ton of coffeo a
but that it can be colved only at the day is saiil to have been the averIf, therefore, the age consumed here last winter, in
peace conference.
entente meddles with the internal summer months, with cold drinks in
problems of the monarchy, she does great demand and ice tea and milk
so upon the express will of the majordoing full duty, the demand for cofn
peoples fee Is not so great as it is in winter.
ity of the
The coffee roaster is to occupy a
and in agreement with the principles
laid down bv President Vilson."
building In tho quartermaster's domain Just to the rear of warehouse
No. 7. Meanwhile, the boys of the
Indian School Tmnloncil.
Washington. July 17. The Carlislor "Q. M." nre busy explaining the ne(Pa.) Indian school has been perma- cessity for the new improvement and
nently abandoned and turned over to its advantages.
A good deal of trie merit of coffee,
the war department for hospital purposes and rehabilitation of wounded they claim, is in Its freshness. After
soldiers.
being rousted, It lows its sirength, In
LV.echo-Slova-

Austria-Hungar-

mt

Germans, with the active aid of the
Hungarians, control the Austrian
despite the fact that they nre
inferior.
numerically
Roheniians,
JugoSlovenes,
slavs, Poles, Crotians,
Roumanians
and others are almost in open revolt
against the ruling races. The conquest
of Serbia and Koumania. while add
ing much territory to the empire, also
adds more discordant elements bent
on revolution. Whatever may he the
outcome of the wur, European politicians believe the empire is doomed.
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plied to the facts of the case. What
has occurred in this case, must ever
recur in similar cases. Human nature
will not change.
In any future great
national trial, compared with the men
of this, we shall have as weak and as
strong, as silly anil as wise, as bad and
as good.
t
us, therefore, study the incidents of this, as philosophy to learn
wisdom from, and none of them as
wrongs to be revenged.
"But the election, along with its Incidental and undesirable strife, has
done fcood, too. It has demonstrated
that a people's government can sustain a national election in the midst
of a great civil war. Until now it has
not been known to the world that this
was a possibility. It shows, also, how
sound and how strong we still are. It
shows that even among candidates of
the same party, he who is most devoted to the union, and most opposed
to treason, can receive most of the
people's votes. It shows, also, to the
extent yet known that we have more
men now than we had when the war
.tegan. Oold is good in its place, but
living, brave, patriotic men are better
than gold.
"While I am deeply sensible to the
and
high compliment of a
duly grateful, as I trust, to Almighty
God, for having directed my countrymen to a right conclusion, as I think,
for their own good, it adds nothing to
my satisfaction that any other man
may be disappointed or pained by the
iresult."
Increase War Power.
May all parties Join in the effort to
increase the war power of the country. May the campaign be conducted
discussion.
by the freest
May the
platform utterances of political orators be free from comparisons as to
which party has rendered the great
est service
to the country. The
mingling of our electors at the polls
will be productive of good and I believe that' the campaign will result In
doing away with much of the unfair
and
discussion which has
been the unfailing accompaniment of!
campaigns in years that have preceded this one, and if this course will be
followed the election will strengthen
our hands and render our service
more efficient in achieving the In
completed mission yet before us and
who have suffered so
our allies
severely since August 1, 1914.
"I-ie-

B

II Fl GHTING

divided and partially paralyzed by a
political war among themselves?
"But the election was a necessity.
We can not have free
government
without elections; and if the rebellion
could force tis to forego or postpone
a national election, it might fairly
claim to have already conquered and
ruined us. The strife of the election
Is
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On the French Front in France. July
the Associated Press. Noon.)
This morning's fighting on the active front of the derma n drive was
marked purely by local ultacks, which,
however, were very fierce In charac17 (by

ter.

The Germans bud sent a heavy column against the Hourbonnerie , farm,
In the vicinity of St. Agnan, which
n
had been recaptured from
forces yesterday, and suc
ceeded in occupying it after a furious
battle. This is still continuing at this
hour.
Further eastward along the southern bunk of the Maine the Germans
attacked and temporarily occupied
Montrovoisin, until the French cume
back and ejected them.
While the enemy was attempting a
strong push toward Epernay in an effort to cause the evacuation of the
mountain of Ilheims, he ulso was
making a number of attacks on each
side of that .city, So far all these as- saulis have been bitter failures. The
eastern side of Rhelms remains ex' SOLYAN,
actly as it was yesterday and the flucYOU5SOUF
tuation on the western side, according
Turkey must have a sullan, It
to the military commanders, Is absoseems, at least until the allies make
lutely Insignificant.
it unnecessary, so here's a
picture of
the new one. lie doesn't' look
quite
so devilish as most Turkish sultans.
Mis name
is
Youssouf Izetdine
Kffendi.
Franco-America-

k

Aiistro-lliingarin-
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Liver Tone for a few cents under my
personal money-bac- k
guarantee that
each spoonful will clean your sluggish
liver better than a dose o nasty culo-mand that it won't make you sick.
Dodson's Liver Tone is real liver

el

medicine. You'll know It next morning because you will wake up feeling
fine, your liver will be working: headache and dizziness gone; stomach will
be sweet and bowels regular.
Dodson's Liver Tone Is entirely vegetable, therefore harmless and can not
salivate.
Givo it to your children.
Millions of people are using Dodson'l
Liver Tone instead of dangerous calomel now. Your druggist will tell you
that the sale of calomel is almost
stopped entirely here.
proportion to the length of time it
Stands before being used. As nothing
is too good for the soldier toys, they
are to get coffee fresh from the roaster. The new plant includes considerable machinery and tile roaster with
a coke fire It being Impossible to
obiain anthracite coal out here now.
Already. 6,."i0ii pounds of green coffee-it
conies packed in sacks is in

storage awaiting a turn through the
new roaster. That there is a "psychological secret" in t lie serving of coffee, especially in a military

camp, la

admitted by the knowing "J. M."
overseers.

"It's

a fact, that poor sloppy cof-f- e'
will destroy the morale of a company quicker than anything else," asserted a "Q. M." sergeant who hag
been In the service for many years.
"They'll get away with a tough piece
of beef or greasy potatoes, and possibly . rack a Joke about that, but give
'em lukewarm, watery coffee, and
one discovers right away
that all
Jokes are laid aside. It's just like the
old man at home. If his coffee's bad
In the morning he gets away with a
grouch that hangs on him all day."

VON H0ETZEND0RF

IS

RELltVEDOF COMMAND
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17. Kmperor
Amsterdam,
July
Charles, says a Vienna telegram, has
granted the request of Field Marshal
Conrad von Hoetxendorf, former Austrian commander-in-chie- f
and lately
In command on the Italian
front, that
ho be relieved of his command.
General Archduke Joseph has been
appointed commander of an army
group and Cavalry General Alois

commander

Schoenberg-IIartenstei-

of an army.
The emperor on accepting Ilaron
von Moetnendorf'B resignation appointed him colonel of all the guard
regiment) anil conferred upon him the
rank of hereditary count.

U. S. GENERALS

ARE HONORED BY
GREAT
IBV

BRITAIN
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CANDIDATES ARE
NAMED
BY

IN

COLO,

REPUBLICANS

July 1". Gen. John J.
Pershing has been awarded the Grand
Cross of the Order of the Bath and
Gen. Tasker II. Bliss, American repretaeaeiAi corsissonoinci to mornin
journali
sentative at the supreme war council,
Colorado Springs, Colo., July 17.
has been given the Grand Cross of the The republican state assembly today
Order of St. Michael and St. George. designated the following Candidates
This was officially announced today. for state offices:
Justices of the supreme court, John
The elevation of Generals Pershing H. Dennlson, of Denver, and Hazlett
and Bliss to the knighthood of Eng- P. Burke of Sletling.
land is concrete evidence of the rec
For governor, William A. Drake of
ognition given their service In the Fort Collins and Chnrles A. Ballreich
great war hy the British government. of Pueblo.
The most honorable order of the
For lieutenant
George
RAILWAYS
BE
Bath is one of the oldest knightly or- Btephan of Delta. governor,
ganizations In Great Britain. It conof
Secretary
state, William It. Mursists of fifty-fiv- e
military and twenty-seve- n phy of Las Animas.
civil members, exclusive of the
of state, Harry E. Mul-ni- x
BUSINESS sovereign, princes of the blood royal Treasurer
and K. 1!. Harper, both of Denand distinguished foreigners who may ver.
!4Jg
be nominated to the honorary
Auditor of state, A. M. Stong of
Alamosa ami Hen C. Carten of Clear
Most Distinguished Order of Creek county.
FUTURE St.TheMichael
BASIS
and St. George Is conAttorney general, Victor T. Keyes of
ferred, exclusive of honorary mem- Greeley.
on
bers,
natural torn subjects of Great
of public instrucSuperintendent
Britain .as a reward for services in tion,
Mrs. Florence M. Stole of Cololav MoaxiNa
urhl ,rseM. lbabib wiail17.
to
relation
important foreign affairs rado Springs.
San Francisco, Calif.. July
or tne
The knights granted
"The yardstick of economy and dls the crossempire.
Regents of the state university,
are limited to 100, exclusive Charles
Don't B Cut Until Yon Try This New
K. Southard of Greeley and
will direct the operation of of
patch"
Hum Cure That Anyone Cna ,Uh Withmembers.
honorary
Charles R. Dudley of Denver.
out lMseomfort or Lou of Time. Simply railroads In the west and southwest
A vacancy committee was named to
Chew no a Plenum Tutting Tablet
hereafter, according to Director Gen
and Rid Yourself Permanently
act after the primaries, consisting of
eral William G. McAdoo, who closed a
ol PUrm.
8. D. Nicholson of Denver, Judge
conference with his western assist
ants here today.
Bradwleld of Weld county and Jeff
Let Me Prove This Free
The Western Pacific and Southern
Farr of Hnacono county.
My Internal method for the treatment and
permanent cure of pllea la the correct one. Pacific will be operated as a double
Thousands upon thousand! of cured caaea track line for 182 miles in Nevada,
testify to t It Is, and I want you to try thla Mr. McAdoo announced, in order to
method at my expense.
No matter whether your caae la of long balance the freight traffic which is
atandlni or recent development whether it now heavier westbound on the Westla chronlo or acute
whether It l occasional
the
or permanent you should aend for thla tree ern Pacific and eastbound on
southern Pacific. He denied a rumor
trial treatment.
C
No matter
let skintrnuhlj
where you live no matter that all eastbound freight would be
what your age or occupation If you are routed by the Western
Pacific.
troubled with pllea, my method will relieve
A similar arrangement to relieve
yuu promptly.
I eapeclal!y want to lend It to ttmie apcongestion will be made on the South
parently hopeleaa caaea where all forma of ern Pacific and El Paso and South
ointment, salves, and other local appli- western for
cation! have failed.
forty miles east of Tuc
I want you to realize that my method of son, Ariz., he said.
treating pllea la the one Infallible treatReferring further to central west
ment.
Thla liberal offer of freo treatment la too ern changes, the director general said
Important for you to neglect a alngle day. it was decided that the Western Pa
When your friendi notice that your
Wrlto now. Send no money. Rlmply mall cific would be used so far as
1
possible skin is disfigured orblotched; if you have
MWASB
the coupon but do thla now TOD
AT.
for Salt Lake business, which would
pimples cr eruptions; if you just have to
avoid hauling freight through Ogden scratch that
itching place, regardless of
Free Pile Remedy
to get to or from salt Lake,
E. R. Page,
where you are or who is with you don't
The
director
T7 Page Bldg.,
left
and
general
party
Mich.
Marshall,
be discouraged let Resinol Ointment
Pleaat aend free trial of your Method
tonight for Portland, Ore.
and
to:
tickets for 1,000 miles or. more sick Resinol Soap help to heal your
Scrip
...X.
skin, and enable you to have a
....... acceptable on all government operated
... 4 ..
clear, loft complexion.
,,.,
,,m
lines will be ready August t, Mr. Mc.i,,
r,4,
. ..
Used b eoctora lor mine ears. MnM br all
.J .... .V, . .. .. .V.
Adoo said.
,;,,
London,

Good Tires
and Good Business

0

'

FREE TO

Pile Sufferers

DREAMS
II HAPPENS

Dorit

spoil yo::r good time

Resinol
heals sick skins

Cars are being: used more and more for business
purposes.
As a result they are being treated more and more
as a business proposition.
Equipment is purchased with extreme care and
1udgment. Values are studied. Mileage records are
;ept carefully.
That is why sales of United States Tires are increasing with such rapidity.
They have demonstrated not only unusual
qualities but far greater reliability.
They make your car more useful.
'Chain' Triad
They give a bigger return on your
investment.
There is a United States Tire built
long-milea-

ge

.

f

J

t

V

especially to fit your particular

1?AY

driving conditions.
That is one great advantage in
choosing UnitedStates Tires.
You have a variety of treads and
types from which to choose,
but the quality and values are always up to United States standards.
Any United States Sales and Service depot dealer will cheerfully aid
you in your tire selection.

United States tires
"are Good Tires

y

...

Scalers.

i

f

JouraaJ Want Ads brim remits.

,

We know United States Tires are
good tires.

That's why we sell them:

QUICKEL AUTO & SUPPLY COMPANY, ALBUQUERQUE, N,f
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SIMON NEUSTABT, LOS LUNAS, N. M,
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Albuguerqus Morning? Journal, Thursday, July
NWP.AJPM

duction of war material and a great
enthusiasm for the allies' cause. I am
n
not surprised at the result of the
offensive, because I think Italy
is now absolutely prepared, and I am
confident that she will be able to
maintain her own position now."
The admiral is of opinion that the
war will finish next year, and that
Paris will not be reached. Germany
he compared to a bull that had expended its strength, and which wag
an easy victim for the matador.
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History may gum up the results of
German submarine warfare something
like this: "Their activities brought the
United States Into the war, thus bringing defeat to Germany."
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Amazing Story of fir.
Rumely, Ah jrfejican9
Who Becqip a German
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the world had not learned to look
with doubt and suspicion on trie utterances originating In the cabinets of
the Teutonic empires, the note addressed to the premiers of Austria ami
O Hungary by Karon Buriun, the
MEMBER OF THIS ASSOCIATED I
foreign minister,' might
.
PRESS.
find a quick response from tho alThe Associated Preea l exclusively
entitled to the uee (or republication
lied llligerenls. His admission that
at all new credited to It or not otherPresident Wilson's "four points" would
wise credited In thia paper and ajaw
meet with the approval of the Austrian
the local newa published herein.
government Is a long step beyond the
and VrlnU
THE JORNAL take
replies received from the German
Ixty houra and thirty minute! of
Associated Prea leased wire
several months ago.
chancellor
service each week. No Other newsBut Austria's position does not
paper published In New Mexico taken
houra at Asmors than twenty-tou- r
of much consideration from the
sociated Prsss service during a week.
States or the allies, and until
I'nited
0
d
Germany herself makes frank and
JULY 18, 1918 honest proposals which might lead to
THURSDAY
the suspension of hostilities while
peace was being seriously discussed
NOW TOR TUB AXE.
p
in the fighting.
there will be no
Huron Hurian's note, however, reThe recommendation of the Chamber of Commerce committee to the flects an unmistakable wishfulness on
city commissioners that steps be tak- the part of his country to do something
en immediately to remove
that will bring the end of the war a
.
trees from the city little nearer.
should receive the support of every
Albuquerque citizen interested in the
Holland, better than nny other
welfare of the city.
knows how it feels to stand beIt is expected the city commission-c- tween the devil and tho sea.
will act upon the recommendation
at once and that actual elimination of
Ol BXT1X IMMrSKVnr.
the offending trees will quickly follow.
The old cry that to destroy a tree Is
The report of the death of Quentin
a crime and a sacrilege will find lit Roosevi It. received in dispatches yestle response from people who have terday, has been read with mingled
(Note T.13 Morning Journal has
had to be about the streets the paRt feelings of regret and sympathy by
secured tlv exclusive right in this 'vicotton
was blowing everyone. Just what It Is that sets a
two months when
cinity to publish the complete history
son of an
and eddying everywhere.
apart from oth- of the life of Dr. Edward A. Rumley
As Air. McMillen pointed out In his er men who are as brave and whose and the manner in which he
acquired
address Tuesday night, the cotton is actions are as praiseworthy it Is dif- control of tho New York Mail with
German funds for the purpose of
more than a nuisance, it is a menace. ficult to determine.
But It nevertheless
It endangers health and it is a con
is true that spreading enemy propaganda in the
siderable fire hazard.
young Roosevelt's death over the United States. The news deHmnrh..
There is no one but deplores the fighting lines in France has stirred have already carried several stories
loss of shade trees in a country whero the people of America as deeply aB regarding this transaction, but the
inside
of the transaction and
sunshine is uncomfortable at certain has the death of any officer or man how anhistory
American espoused the cuuse
no
can
Beasons of the year, but there
thus far in the war.
of Germany has not heretofore been
He was the
longer be any question as to which is
youngest told. Frank Parker Stockbridge, form
the lesser evil; the loss of the shade son. Three others are in the army. er managing editor of the New York
with the elimination of the cotton, or None of them chose
Mail, who was associated with Dr.
the retention of the shade and with it branches of the service. They are all Rumely for six years, Is the author
the cotton.
where the fighting has been heaviest, of this series of ten articles; InstallThe nuisance has continued to grow and two of them have been wounded ment number one appears below and
worse for thirty years. Yet every time severely. Not much more than that the other nine installments will appear In the columns of the Morning
g
the destruction of the
can be said.
Journal one each day until all are
trees is proposed there rises a great
The sympathy of the country will published. Don't miss
a single one,
protest. The evil will not be lessened go unstintedly to Colonel Roosevlt as the articles are intensely interestuntil the trees are cut down. If they and his family.
ing and gripping and will give tho
had been cut down twenty years ago
readers and insight into at least one
there would have been other trees
The German fleet plus the stolen of Germany's schemes for influencing
Editor.)
fully grown In their places and now Russian navy will still continue a mi- public opinion In America.
the city would have been much better nus quantity.
This Is the amazing story of an
off. If they are removed now, and
American who became a Germun.
trees put In their places,
It Is the story of a man' who owed
THE IIKAYM'.SS MILE.
It will not be long until flying cotton
everything to the United States, but
In Albuquerque will be but an unpleasOne who has spent any considerable who, when the clash of opposing civant memory, and the next generation time in Missouri or any other mule-I- n
ilizations culminated in the summer
will be thankful for what has been fested territory will recognize the re of 1914 with the opening guns of the
done.
markable victory achieved by the world war elected to throw his symImmediate action is what Is needed. Portland,, Ore., veterinarians who pathy, his Interest, his influence, his
efforts on the side of Germany.
have succeeded in eliminating the
America had given this man's
GBRMAXS IV TUB BLM'K SEA. bray from the mule.
grandfather a refuge and a home
If there is anything which will drive when he fled from German oppression
The difficult situation In the Med- a sensitive person to wish for deaf America had
given his father wealth
influiterranean sea promises to be
ness it is that bray. It is even less to and happiness. America had Riven
enced by the uppearance of a new fac- be desired than the mule's stubborn him, Edward Aloyslus Rumely, the
tor. Bolshevism removed the Russian ness.
opportunity to acquire millions milarmies from the field and opened the
But now the bray has been con lions that slipped through his fingers
way for the Germans to the lilack sea. quered. These western horse doctors in his eagerness to multiply them.
It Is the purpose of this article to
The enemy could not use the Rus selected the mule with tho loudest
sian troops ugainst the allies, but ho bray in Oregon, and removed the car throw light on the devious ways and
specious methods by which Imperial
may be able to use some vessels of the tilagineous wall in his nose. Several
Germany sought to impose Its kultur
Russian fleet now in the Black sea. hours after'the anistheic
passed away on a free people. It Is the Intention
It Is commonly supposed that the the mule, in a spirit of playfulness, at to illuminate,
in some degree, the
ships are already under control of the tempted to bray, but with a feeblo at- plan and purpose of the German pro
Germans, but the fact Is nut assured, tempt The amended noise was like paganda that sought to corrupt the
Lenino Is reported to have ordered a whisper. The removal of tho wall minds of the American people through
their newspapers and that found a
them surrendered under a German frustrated all vibrations.
willing agent in this American born
threat, von Kuehlmann having given
Great is the surgeon's knife when German.
some pledge while he was still foreign applied to mules.
Is Kiimcly a Reincarnation?
minister that they would not be used
How was It possible for an Amer
until there was a "general peace."
ican to lend himself to Germany's
g
According to the Konnlsche
ends in this fashion?
Is Edward A.
their officers had determined
Rumely ,a "throw back" to some byto blow them up before the Germans
gone era? Is ha an atavistic reincarcould take them over. It does not apnation of some long dead Hun ancestor? I form no conclusion and attempt
pear certain, however, that the Gerto render no verdict on this biological
mans can gain control of any considquestion. Tho life Story of Edward
erable battle force in the. Black sea,
A. Rumeb' himself may furnish the
though the possibility must be and is
answer.
recognized.
I have known Edward A. Rumely
If the Germans do seize the Rusfor more than six years. For nearly
sian ships, it Is reasonably certain that
two years my association with him
was that of intimate dally contact.
they will have to refit them completeUp to the summer of 1814 I saw Dr.
ly, provide them with ammunition,
the Berlin Tageblutt.)
(From
and commission them afresh with GerA Boldier went to a market woman Rumely only as others saw him an
man officers and German crews, per- and asked for a pound of butjter. She impetuous, enthusiastic, brilliant, boymade a great fuss, hut tventually ish young man with gigantic ideas and
haps with a proportion of TurkB.
limitless confidence in himself and
gave it to him and asked for $2.50, his
abilities. Nothing could have been
warIn
Is
scarce
IN ITS DEATH AGONY.
suying: "Everything
more amazing than his revelation of
so
can
we
must
we
take
what
time,
himself as the ardent adherent, supt
Admiral Francisco de Mattos, chief get."
German-Istl- c
The
soldier, apparently satisfied porter and advocate of every
of the Brazilian naval mission to EuIdeal and conception of civilisathen
asked for a second pound. This
rope, upon his return to London and was
tion that was diametrically opposed
given to htm and when he was to
all that America and American civfrfter a visit to the naval ports, asked for the money ho
"Ev.
replied.
ilization stands for.
e
squadrons and munition factories of erything is scare in
IncludFor nearly three years after the bethe allies, made the following com ing money, so one must take what one
ginning of the Kuropean war I. was
ment regarding the submarine situa can get."
Then he disappeared with the but In a position to observe and note the
tion:
manifestations of these beliefs and
"Submarine warfare on the part of ter, but without paying."
this point of view. What I am setting
In
Is
Its
the enemy
in Its last stage
down here is written without malice,
NO
IN
MEATLESS
DAYS
death agony, and I think It Is abso
entirely without bitterness and in no
heat or anger. v
lutely beaten. The belief I had In the
FRANCE AFTER JULY
frilled victory before I saw these war
Only One Iaw Violation Chnrgcrf.
It has not been charged that any of
lav momnins Mimw eeeciAL
preparations has been strengthened
wise)
since my visits, and I am more con
Puris, July 17. The abolition of the acts save one. which Edward A.
meatless days in France after July 20 Rumely performed was in violation 'of
,
fulent than before.
;
any law, and as to that particular
'.'The thing that surprised me most Is ordered in a decree issued today.
The restrictions on consumption in charge upon which he has been Inwas the wonderful development of Itrestaurants of milk, and cheese are dicted, I have nq knowledge apd shall
aly. I had no Idea that he had made
make no comment. Men are not legto be abandoned.. . ,
tremendous strides. They have consequently
ally punished In America for their bewonderful
a
accumulation and pro
Join the "Two-Bit- "
Red Croatt dab. liefs so long as their acts and e

rch

elberg. He took with him a pronounced socialistic viewpoint and a dislike
for England, the English people, their
government and their customs that he
has not hesitated freely and frequentTHERE ,K?W, THE TUB IS
ly to express.
"FUU. OF WATER
It was at this time that he first beIF YOO
the
hair,
gan to affect the long
WANT
SWIMMING Vol)
starchless collar and general
which the juvenile socialist
fM HOT
CAM '60 IM THEREfinds so satisfying to his yearnings
ii
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for equality.
At Heidelberg, especially the university of the aristocratic junkers,
f
I Vmere
You MkJHT be drowM I
young Rumely found but little sym
pathy for his socialistic viewpoint at
first. HIS German was perrect, ma
CHEERFUL COLOR
manners were perfectly German, as
HARMONIES
a
are.
German soclaltpt
As
they still
his
to
are
feel
that
he was quickly made
easily' pocsible in
presence In the university was unwelhome if you have
your
come to his fellow students.
the
of
"When I took my seat on one
painter use
the benches In the lecture hall the
student sitting next to me moved
away,' he said In describing his life
at Heidelberg to me. "The next day
Interior Finishes
the same thing happened, and the
next. The third time the other mema
to tired
bers of the class began shuffling their
and
nerves
lr tired
feet upon the floor, which is a Gerin a
down
sit
to
man student way of expressing- - diseyes
approval.
of
the
room,
Asked If He Is a Jew.
in
finished
which
are
on
was
waited
I
After the lecture
these beautiful, soft
by a committee of the class who
to know if were a Jew. I told
tints. These finishes
them no. I was an American, whereare sanitary, and your
upon they apologized. They had assumed from my dress that I must be
walls
can be washed
a socialist and therefore, a Jew, but,
house-cleanitime
at
of course, as an American, I was privileged to dress as I pleased."
desired.
if
Young Rumely's stay at HeidelFor Sale hy
berg was not much longer than had
CO.
J. KORBER
been his rsidence at Oxford. It was
Big
"Albuquerque's
at about this time that he came to
Hardware Store"
I'hone 878.
the definite determir.ation not to be
220 North Second.
come a priest. A break with his family
followed, remittances from home
ceased and he, was thrown upon his
own resources.- - He applied for and
obtained a position as a school teacher.
ing of dry rot, Dr. Rumely, as he has
It Is or was the custom in many of more than once assured me, thoroughto
too, and with its growth the family the German schools for the boys
ly coincided as a result of his own
fortune of M. Rumely & Sons in- make frequent long pilgrimages to observations while at Oxford.
z
had
Dr. von
creased, for he had bought land in the different parts of the pmplre. These
early days, and his sons had bought, tramping trips sometimes lasted for also traveled extensively in Russia and
and now that land was in demand for weeks. The young American teacher helped by his writings to form Gerfactories and for homes for people took parties of boys on many of these man opinion of Russia and the Rusz
in
And M: pilgrimages, thereby coming into the sians, pf von
worked In the factories.
his role of defender of and apologist
Rumely & Sons added other agricul- closest touch with the .life, and custural instruments to their line and toms and point of view of the German for Germany's world ambitions you
' .
shall hear more later, for the friendwere the biggest factory of all in
people.
' Decides to Become Physician.
that sprung up between the Gership
t
pressions of beliefs do nut vlolato the
was during his teaching days that man scholar and the young American
The
of
It
names
and
of
Rumely
law of the land.
At medical student proved an enduring
almost mean the same thing; he decided to become a physician. the
The purpose of this article, thereone, at least up to a very short time
to Freiburg, in the Black Forest, is.
mean
same
the
almost
they
thing
fore, is not to assail Edward A. RumeAmerica drewt the sword
most progressive medical college in before
The
off
visitor
to
day.
steps
Laporte
ly but rather to explain him, and in the
was here that the cele- against Germany.
It
Germany.
Lake
Shore
into
railroad
train
the
explaining-- : him to explain the thing
Active In Socialist Politics.
that lies in the midst of a great brated "twilight sleep" was originated
that America is fighting, German kul- station of
not know that young Rumely
pracdo
I
exclusively
for
years
many
and
group
every
manufacturing plants,
tur, its principles, its conceptions, its one of them
was the one who suggested to the soticed. So to Freiburg went Rumely.
the
Rumely
bearing
and
its plans name. He drives up Main
purposes, its programme
In the study of medicine, as in oth cialists of Freiburg that they were
street,
Dr. Rumely, whatever the explanawhich has lately changed its name to er lines, he showed the same bril throwing away their votes by nominate
tion, biological or otherwise, for his Lincoln
and easy ing a third party ticket and thereby
highway, past more factory liancy of Intellect and quick
complete acceptance of kultur as op- buildings
mastery of the subject in hand that always Insuring the election of a memname
the
Rumely
carrying
of ber of the Catholic party to the reicti-sta- g
posed to Americanism, was, and is, I and he registers at the
Rumely hotet, had won for him the appellation
am convinced, entirely sincere in the
from that district; he tells with
"genius" in his boyhood home. He
is
That
the
the
background,
setting
belief that In working in the Interest
was only 24 years old when the Uni- great gusto, however, of the adoption
and
the
into
tradition
which
Edward
of the German 'ideal he was working
conferred upon by the socialist party, of which he
Aloysius Rumely was born at Laporte: versity of Freiburg
Mediin the interest of humanity.
was a member, of the proposal to comon February 8, 1882. His father was him the degree of Doctor of
This is the story, then, or a symbol
bine with the liberal party in nomicine.
Mein-ra- n
J.
son
eldest
of
Joseph
Rumely,
and a manifestation rather than of
a
The degree of M. D. was granted nating Dr. von
the
mother,
Rumely;
daughter at
an individual. H Is what Dr. Rumely of
on the presentation of a plan which proved so successful that
Freiburg
another
German
pioneer
settler,
stands for'And the powers and purwas Margaret Zimmerman. From his thesis much in the same way that the the eminent apostle of kultur became
poses of which he was merely an Inof Ph. D. and other academic the member of the refchstag from that
earliest
the
was
child
infancy
regard- degree
American particular section of the Black Forstrument that one the matters of real ed
are conferred
degrees
his
by
admiring family as a prod- universities. Dr. Rumely'sby thesis was est.
moment.
igy.
It was not long after this excursion
When Men of '18 Emigrated.
probably the briefest on record. One
Ix ariicd to Talk Geinuin Euily.
nt
,a sur- into German politics that a reconciliaof
the
Freiburg
professors
Seventy years ago. In 184S, a group
He learned to talk both in German
of young Germans organized a revogeon, had the habit, whenever he per- tion with his family in America came
and the
language much ear- formed an abdominal operation of any about and young Rumely returned to
lution against the Prussian king. They lier than English
children
even
learn
usually
kind, of cutting out the patient's ap- Laporte, bringing with him his Gerbelieved the time was ripe for the es- one
language; in German, for even af- pendix at the same time and preserv- man degree of M. D. and unshakable
tablishment of a democracy In Ger- ter thirty-five
in America Geryears
ing It. He had several hundred of belief in the ultimate destiny of the
many. The revolution was crushed, man was still the
the these canned appendices in his labora- German nation to world domination.
its leaders fled the country and, with home circle in Meinradlanguage offamtory.
thousands of their followers, came ily. The sentimental Rumely's
attachment to
(In his next article Mr. Stockbridge
to America in search of the liberty
Young Rumely subjected them all
tho fatherland, which was shared unto microscopic examination and found will tell how Dr. Rumely undertook to
which they had failed to win in the til
Germathe
of
by
lately
the
majority
certain pathological conditions, com- establish on the prairies of Indiana
fatherland.
n-born
citizens of the United mon to all
of them, the diseased and a school for the training of boys to
These revolutionists of 1 848 men States, and which the kaiser
fatuously the healthy olike. His deductions and become masters of men.)
like Carl Schurz, Franz Sigel and hun- believed he could
and ma- conclusions based on this research ocdreds of others whose names hold hon- nipulate to serve capitalize
his own
In
ored places in the pages of American America, was nowhere foundendsmore cupied in written form less than three GOVERNMENT
WORK IS
pages of typewriting, but on this the
history were the vanguard .of the deeply rooted than here in
Laporte.
was
his
coveted
HELD
BY
sis
he
UP
awarded
to
degree.
WALKOUT
German immigration that was
bring
Edward A. Rumely grew up in
Active in (Jerman Poll! lea
America In the course 'of half a cenan
amid
ever
Laporte
Freiin
circle
his
was
residence
widening
It
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during
tury several million new citizens.
of friends and acquaintances,- who
One of these young revolutionists
burg that young Rumely took an acNewark, N. J., July 17. Between
at
marvelled
his
.of
In
ready mastery
tive part
German politics. Without 7,000 and 8.000 slcllled machinists,
of '48 was Meinrad Rumely, blackbooks
smith. With a group of others he Few andinproclaimed him a genius. going through the formality of re- tool makers and' their apprentices.
this
or
boys
any other country nouncing his American citizenship he mostly employed In government work.
started west. Most of these
ever displayed the precocity and
facilbecame an active member of the so- walked out In various manufacturing
went into what was then the
for
ity
absorbing information
and cialist party. The socialists of, Frei- plants in this district today,
west. Some of them went to the citon strike
on every conceivable subburg, although in the minority, held for higher wages.
ies Cincinnati, Milwaukee, St. Louis knowledge
that
ject
young Rumely showed.
the balance of power. In Freiburg Larger plants affected are the Spllt-doin Buch numbers'that they and their
one
lived Dr. von
Everything interested him everydescendants succeeded in dominating,
company, the Westinghouse comof the foremost scholars and students pany, the Edison company at Orange
eventually, the politics and policies of thing interests him still. Ho read evthose communities. Others went into ery book he could lay his hands on of statecraft in the German empire. and the International Arms and Fuse
To a very considerable extent Ger- company at Btoomfleld.
These comsmaller communities of the country from agricultural, department reports
districts and Meinrad Rumely, with a to tho latest exposition of the canons man opinion In England, the English panies said their working force had
few others, settled upon the little vil- of l'Art Nouveau. Such brilliancy and people and their relative importance been depleted by from 10 to 2i per
lage of I,a porte. In tho rich farming versatility in the eyes of his family in the scheme is based upon the writ tent.
who
country of northern Indiana, as their destined him for a professional career. ings of von
Devout Catholics,
Try Chamberlain's.
they determined spent Beveral years in England and
stopping place.
When you need a good reliable linithat he should become a priest; wrote voluminously of his writings
Father Sets p His Forge.
ment for Boreness of the muscles, a
Here Meinrad Rumely, the black- doubtless, they had mental visions of there. In von
sprain, or to relieve rheumatic
smith, set up his forge. The farmers their son in the red hat of a cardinal, belief that the English were a deca- try Chamberlain's Liniment. It pains,
is
dent race and the British empire dy- brouiiht their tools to him to be re of Rome who knows?
St'm
to Notre Dunio I'nlver.ty.
paired and sharpened, their ploughs
They sent him to the great Catholic
and harrows, their wagons to be repaired, their horses to be shod. Un- college, the University of Notre Dame
der the tickling of the Immigrants' at Notre Dame, Ind.
How much influence Notre Dame
ploughs the prairie soil laughed into
had upon his future career is difficult
.bountiful harvests.
The farmers prospered; soon the to appraise. It was at this university
young German blacksmith had to hire however, that he met and became the
a helper; before long he had several. friend of John Devoy, a brilliant. Irish
He understood the farmers and spoke lad. Devoy is editor and publisher of
their language; 'they brought their a weekly paper, the Gaelic American,
troubles to him. Agricultural imple recently barred
from the United
ments in that day were crude and trl- States mails for
utter-- "
fling affairs compared with the tools ances. Part of the money with which
with which the modern larmer. works. the GaerTc American was financed
The same rich prairie soil that grew Devoy obtained as a loan from his
the wheat and corn and barley so lux prosperous old university
mate,
weeds In Rumely.
uriantly also produced
abundance.
The more young Rumely contemTO separate the weed
seeds from the grain, after threshing, plated the idea of becoming a priest,
was a difficult problem. the lest It appealed to him. He did
. Winter
4
nights,' as he smoked his not complete his course at Notre
I can hold it in one hand
' china . bowled pipe, Dame, but persuaded his parents to
Meinrad Rumely was planning ways let him go abroad; he wanted a taste
and yet it does all my tewing!
to solve this Vexing; problem --of his of Europe, he wanted to see what
That's the first wonder of all women. And the next Is that
farming neighbors. Finally he built a great universities of foreign
lands
It is so easily controlled with just a slight movement of the
crude machine. Next harvest he tried could offer him.
foot from full stop to full speed.
It, and it worked. The farmers saw
He wag still a boy in his teens when
It leaves your full attention to the eewinff. Does the work
ft and liked it and asked him to build he marticulated at Oxford. Somefaster and better than you can by foot power. You rest
while you sew.
more oi them. In anotner two or where In America, perhaps, he had
three years the village blacksmith picked up the germ. of socialism; perNo matter What make your
pulley engages the
The wire attaches to any
shop developed Into a manufacturing haps it wag through the associations
machlAe, this little motor
Plant where the Rumely grain separa- he formed at Oxford that he became
lamp ' socket. And ' you can
will
run
it.
sew near the window, on the
tors were being tufnee) out.
inoculated with the socialistic virus,
.
porch, upstairs and down.
' Business Grows and Prospers.
No attaching to do It simfor he lived while at Oxford In Ruskin
Delivered to your home all
ply sets on. the top of your
The business grew and .prospered House, the center of Fabian socialism
rubber
machine and the little
ready to sew for $37.60.
So did Meinrad Rumely's family, for founded by another American, Frank
he had taken unto himself a wife, of B. Vrooman.
the blood and the soil of his native)
At Oxford for a Year.
Company
land.. By and by he Sign reading,
He remained at Oxford a year. "I
"M. Rumely" came down and a new got all that Oxford university had to
"AT YOUR SERVICE.'
one went up. 'It read, "M. Rtlmely & offer me in one year," he told afterSons." The village, of Lnporte grew, wards. From Oxford he went to Held- -
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NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Susscrlbers to tbe Journal when writing
to have their paper chanced to a new address muet be euro to live the old addreee.
"The Morning Journal haa a higher circulation rating than le accorded to any other
The Amerloan
paper In New Mexico."
Newepaper Director.
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STOCKS

Market Keeps Pace With Latest Aspects of War SituaDomestic
tion;
Financial
Developments Reassuring,
V

JOURN.

MOMIN

New

-

J

LCASI0 WIRII

The stock
17. Mercantile paNew York.
with the ver, four and July
j i
six months, 6 per cent;
t;
f situation.
per cent;
sterling 60 day bills, 4.72
'us w,
front
commercial 60 day bills, 4.71
per
.,
,,r.o selling
of long cent; demand, 4.75
perr cent;
'i'.'i'.H -- utl intermittent bear pre. cables, 4.76
per cent.
but the reuction made relatively
Bar silver and Mexican dollars
little headway.
Domestic
financial developments
Time loans Strong. All, 6 per cent
were distinctly reassuring, the rapid bid.
sale of the 150,000,000 Uethlehom
Call money High, low, ruling rate
Steel .note issue affording evidence of and last loan. 6 per cent bid;
a sound investment inquiry for high bid, 514 per cent; offered at closing
6 per
grade securities.
cent.
United States Steel's extreme break
NEW YORK METAL.
of 1 yt points was half way retrieved
later and related issues finished for
New York. July 17. Lead Quiet.
the most part at nominal recessions.
Minor metals, including low priced Spot, 8.05.
Spelter Easy. East St. Louis de
mining issues, owed their gains of one
livery, spot $8.50.
to two points to activity of pools.
Rails were in the background
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
throughout the session. Sales amounted to 270.000 shares.
Kansas City, July 17. Butter and
tionds were barely, steady. Total
unchanged.
poultry
sales, par value, aggresated $4,250,-00Eggs Firsts, 37c; seconds, 30c.
Old United States bonds were
on call.
unchanged
CHICAGO PRODUCE,
'
Closing prices:
American Beet, Sugar
66 Vt
Chicago, July 17. Butter Market
American Can
46higher. Creamery, 38 44c.
American Smelting & Refining. 77
Eggs Receipts 11,346 cases, MarAmerican Tel. & Tel
05
ket unchanged.
1 9
American Zinc
RePotatoes Market unsettled.
4
Anaconda Copper
67
ceipts 62 cars. Virginia barreled cobAtchison
blers, $5.25 5.50; Illinois and KanBaltimore & Ohio
sas Early Ohios, $2.752.85; Ken54
Butte & Superior
29
tucky cobblers, $3.00 ft 3.10. k
Yrr!;.
market i
V. 'cut
vn w'.'
V.'! Vi from

J.;,,

;;

i

.

.

;A.TLIEIieClHIEl':
Keal Kstate, Insurance, Loeaa
Ill aoutli Fourth ttreet
.

.

--

'

'

'

0.

California Petroleum
Canadian Pacific
Central Leather-".- Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul

1SV4

l.ivcstiH k.
56
Chicago, July 17. Cattle Receipts
4114
Steers selling $16.00 and up;
11,000.
39
strong and active, others and butchers
45
about steady; quality poor; ,, calves
64
strong. Beef cattle, good, choice,
2 Hi
75
18.10;
$11.60
common,
5 m $16.
16.75; butcher stock, cows and heifers,
32
C'liicago

Erie
Great Northern Ore Ctfs
C.reat Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine Pfd. Ctfs.,
Kennecott Copper
Louisville & Nashvillo
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific

Montana Power
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Pennsylvania

Copper
Reading
&
Iron
Steel
Republic
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway
Texas Company
Union Pacific
TJ. 8. Industrial Alcohol
United States Stool
tJtah Copper;
.

24

ss
9114
83
23
.14914,
12114
123 '4
1041,4

81

CHICAGO BOARTV OF TRADE.
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"Thrift and
Independence"

It th

title of
booklet
fully our Thrift Plan ot
Twelve Payment!.
It la InvarIn
iable to thute Interested
Byatematio Saving.
Write lot II Today
, H, will be aent to
fou FREE
tor the taking.

A. B. Benesch & C6.
Central Nnfloiutt Bank BaOdloc
Bi. Louie. Mo.
CemotldateeT Stack
Ksrhaag el JJew York. .

firm. Top western and native lambs.
$18.50; prime rango wethers held 10c
higher at $14.35.

Kansas C'Jty livestock.
Kansas City, July 17. Cattle Receipts 9,000. Market strong. Prime

BUSINESS MEN
First Class Office Man
wants work. Not sick.
J. J. T., Journal

SOMIE

OOP iOUSES
FOR LOTT

modern, on East Silver, completely furnished, hardwood floors, fire place
hot water heat. A fine home for $73 per
modern completely furnluhed
month;
J30; 4,mm modern brick, sleeping porch on
South Edith street Kl SO; 4 rooin modern
bungalow, glassed In sleeping porch hardwood floors on South Walter street 1:11.80.
New

a.l wmm co.

STOLEN.

basement, furnace,
features, liardwood
dandy
floors, tjood porch, garage, splendid
location. Price and terms right.
brick,

HELP WANTED.
Male.
CtieV" cook,

1'ulinian cute.
WANTED First-clas- s
auto
mechanic.
Iteming Ic Cream Factory.
WANTED Two waiters, or waitressc. experienced. White Front Cafo, 208 South
Second '
WANTED-ic- e
cream maker; good salary
to experienced man. Doming lco Cream
Factory.
WANTED carpenters 14.25 to 1 per day.
Laborer 12.50 to $3.90 per day, 40 labor-er- a
for Oklahoma at once. Employment 110
South Third. Phone S54.
WANTBIV

HOYS WANTED Wo need the ncrvkes of
a number of Grammar sehml boys for perWork. The boys wo select
manent part-tim- e
will ho well paid and given an opportunity
to earn, learn and advance. Apply to Lawrence Milne, 804 Park Ave., Albutiueniue.
l.U,t..

Fxrnare,
WANTED
Cafe,
WAN TED

Experienced

waitress.

Competent

saleswoman.

Economist.

Mecca
The

WANTED
The Jameson Kunitorium wants
a cook. Phono 661.
WOMAN
For general housework; no eook.
Ing. Address Bog 626, Albuquerque.

WANTED First-clas- s
dressmaker to assist
fashionable dressmaker. 1106 East Central.
WANTED Experienced girl for general
housework. Call mornings at 407 North
Seventh.
WANTED A competent woman for general
housework. Good wag8. 121& East Silver.
Phone KKIO.
A woman
or girl for general
WANTl'll
housework, smitll family, good pay.
:io North Fifth.
BUSINESS CHANCES.
WANTED A girl for general housework In
I wo
KOR RK.N'i
Ijilllrlinm at .Seventh and
small family. Apply mornings at
Ceneral , Avenue. Apply to J. E. Elder,
6n.' North Tenth.
asant.
Kor sale or lease, a few bar- - WANTED Girl for general housework at
OIL CLAIMS
Cowles, N. M t'ppor Peco. For particu
k belt. Kor Informa- Kalns In the llollu
lars call at r.l Nnrth Second.
Hon write A. L. P.eneher, Uolhrook. Aria.
i('6fi"SA LK Half "interest 7nbcst lire and tBlBORAPHT, Stenography, Bookkeeping.
Board, room and tuition may be earned.
vuleanlslliK business In soulhwesl It takes
bos Angeles and
cash between 4 and 5 thousand dollars to Mackay Business Colleges,
Fresno.
handle. Tires care Journal.
KOM SALE
Hotel, seventeen well furnished
FOR REN1
rooms, centrally located, close to depot.
Owner will sacririee. Hce National InvestAortn.
ment Co,, I2 North Thlrd
RENT Three-roouirfurnlshed
e'oli HKNT one nf tno best uouuie atra FOR
house; porch. Inquire 130V North Second.
ulldlnits and beat located for Keneral
1.
.
Eakln at
merchandise In the city. See J.
1M Want Central.
FOR "RENT Four room flat, furnished. 4oi
Washington Apartment
.
Ptinn innNorth Third. Modern, Inquire 11 Boullr
Flrst.
7bl"t RENT Two-roofurnlslked house;
LOAN,
sleeping pnrch; shade.' Inquire una, North

Dwelling.

MONEO

atONE?TOoTNn rejsula'eeeuilty?
m west nM. ratv rmiit cv nnu it.

Second.

Sotitb.

FOR RENT One furnletieo? tour. room house
403 South Seventh. Apply at 814 West
unfurnished house at
Oold. Also four-roo411 South Hevfnth.

CARPENTERING.

HlghtB

eaoeara
Bertram
furnished cottage. Phon n-- J.
NT
Furnished two. room cottage
FOR-REH makes, overhauled and
TYPEWIUTBIHa
with sleeping porcn. fizz Hontn waiter.
steers, $17.25
18.25; western, $10,504 repaired1.' Ribboni tor every machine. AlFour-rc)FOR1"
house two glassed
1'ypwrlter Exchanfe. Phone (1
RENT
W15.00; ccrws, 17.00 13.00; neirers, buquerque
1H Bonth Fobrth
,
In porches. Water paid, H4. Phone llist-J- .
.
f M0 9.1 5.00; stockers, $8.0015.25;
L
.
.
furnished cottage.
FOtf"rlENfThres-roocalves, $8.00 14.25.
FOR RENT
Roonn. . Inquire 617 South Broadway. Phon ilM-- J.
Hogs Receipts 9.000. Market 10c
KS't-lloHlc- e
ReTTt Four-roornidorn bungalow,
higher. Bulk, $18.05 18.25; heavy,
14 South Walter. Apply 103 South Walter,
upetatra,. over Woolwortrt'a atore.
$18.15 18.30; packers and butchers, FOR- KBNlwi'tront
modern house. Also
RENT
conneeimf otftce FOR
four-ro$18.1018.25;
light, $18.0018.20;
ruoma over Oolden Rule 'tore. Inquire
house. Near shops. Apply ft 00
.
Rotin It.
17.00.
pigs, $16.25
Williams.
'
Market
4,000,
Sheep Receipts
house with
FOR Rent Furnished four-rooMuoellaneoai; sleeping porch, right and water ' paid, . 111
strong.. Lambs,- - $16.00 18.25; year- FOR RENT.
per month. 1406 South Arnb,
$10.00
15.00; . wethers,
lings, $12.00
iv,nsrc aut mn to Jemea Sprlnn;
cottage furn-IshevR KENT New7"
rates. B. uarcia, ijni Honh Arnu.
16.50; ewes$100, 12.25.
Sleeping porche. 140 South High
imlia
VOR
flENT
bore
'driving
and bug,
'
Ireol. City RealtrCoPhPne776
s..uv iuf a. ooura,
F6fiRENT Modern bungalow three room
Denver, July 17. Cattle Receipts
furnished.
with large sleeping porch,
800.. Market stron to shade hicher.
PASTURAGE.
Phone 571. Inquire 112 Bast Central.
Beef steers, $lt.00 16.25; cows and
FOWTtBN'f Modern furnlslwd ffaT "ftn East
Central car line, convenient to sanatorlimits, tl.ta oer montis
neirers. i8.OO11.00: stockers and
i. '
ium. Thaxton ft Co., Third an UoM.
airi-Phone
feeders.' $7.50 10.50; calves. $11.00
FORRBNT Furnished collage, modern.
15.00. .
grassed porches; University car line,
Hogs Receipts 560 Market strong
V. P. Harrlnaton. of rirrren v u . it.
Phone 881, morning, lilt
Central.
to 10c higher. Top,' $18.10;
modern bungalow.
bulk', ?oniales, of Seboyeta, ,S'. M. ; Ham'uel Oar- - FOR RENT 'inree-roocia, ot Hebuyeta, X. M. ( Dloniclo Maruuez.
Completely furnished; two porches: desir
$17.90(918.10.
able neighborhood, call ,11 South Cedar.
it.
900.
Sheep
Receipts
Market of Seboyeta, N. FRANCISCO
RENT Houee In Highlands, four-rooFOR
,
DELOADO,
Lsteady. Lambs. $11.50
17.25: ewes
bungslow. furntshid:' glsi.ed in
;
Register.
$11.50 12.00,
--"
KOTK'G lOR PIBLICATION."sleeping porch; also garage. Call 1207 East
,
Central.
,
Department of the Interior, V. B. Land Of
-Joto
Club.
fice at Santa Fe, X. M., July t.
Getieras,
Notice is hereby given- that ' Patroclnlo FOR RENT Elght-roor- a
house, sultabl fo
Marques, of Marques, X. M.. who. on Sept.
two apertmenis. Phon 11a.
I.fXSAL NOTICE.
H. int. made Homestead entry No. 017280,
furnished
RENT
FOR
very
for NE1-Section . Township
NOTM K FOR M'bGcATiSSC'
Range
desirable: every modern convenience, two
v. ,. M. y. Meridian, has filed notice of screened
'e
Department, ot the. Interior, IT., u, lnij
shade. Good term
to
porches,
.
Intention mi make five year Homestead
at Santa Fe X. M. July
tenant. Phon fel3-or 67S.
Notice ) hereby given that Batevan C. Final Proof, to establish claim to the land permanent
ChavM, uf Sehoyeta. Jf. f., who. on Oft. 4. above described, before William C. Ken
OR SALE
191 1.
made . Humestead. No. 0173i. for nedy, V, a. Commissioner, at Seboyeta. N.
Off led furniture. On
roll top
M., on Sept.. J, 1H.
l
Rectlbn 2, Tewnihlp
.. FO RSALE
desk, one flat lop des. two settees. Phone
Claimant names as witnesses:
i
N. Ranva 8W. X, M. P. Meridian', baa. (lied
m.
Reyes Marques, of Marques, N. M ; An
notice of Intention to make five year Proof,
to eatablleh claim to the land above de- tonio Jaramlllo, of Bldo. N. M. : Marqaritt
FOR SALE Iron bed and. springs, one
ot ' San Mateo. N. M. : Permit It
Romero.
C.
8.
Wm.
U.
before
combination book eas and desk, sanitary
scribed,
Kennedy.
unA leovet 'aiu iIImim. . ki- i
'."
at Seboyeta, N. If., on the Sept. Balaiar, ot Dlbo. K. M.
'
and oven, on sanitary
ell
FRANCISCO DELOADO,
t, 191.
Betfateiv clout, ebons mu ?W Nsittt A:no
Cla'Blaal AMUI U VttatMtli .
, ,.
FOR1 KENT

TYPEWRITERS.
. .

;

Offlte

lniii.na'l.l.,.l-

'

Elt

v

tht'lHrrlU'

THIRD AND OOLD.

built-i-

''"

wiij,iJ.'N from number go in 5 mile sone
Albuquerque, 1 double not ff new heavy
leather harntm, chain endn. The Anti-ThAnsocintinn of 100 rcently organized with offices at No. 121 flout h Third, rhon 1411-Offen $100 reward for the recovery of the
property and for Information leading to
the conviction of the thieves.
are requested to list all stolen property with
the Association.

I

REAL ESTATK, FIRE INSURANCE,
LOANS.
Phone 166.
lis West Gold.

expert stenography not required. i:x,cuitloii-a- l
opportunity for right person. Wrltn fully.
Drawer A, Santa Fe, N. M.

uu,u iiey pi. wllli nam,, ,.u backT
reward fur return. 711 South Arno.
Phone men.
LOST Lady's Ian leather hand ha on
Eaat
Central. Iteward. Kinder leave ut Highland I'hannaiy.
LOST LaKl week several lellera of aelinol
reoummendailons. Kinder please leave at
Ihls fflt' and reeelve reward
LOST t'oeketbook colitulnlliH t- -t
III bills,
a register card, and railroad puss to
Ariz. Reward Tor return to Fred
Sehllck, StuiRcg hotel.

Womb

Modern Furnished Flat K. (Vntral
tL'lI.SO,
Modern Furnished House E.
Furnished House, E.
Central, $'.'5.00.
Unfurnished House.
Central, 135,00.
Furnace and Rango, $30.00.

'

Bookkeeper-stenographeWANTED
Thorough knowledge of bookkeeping eBsentlll;

LOST.

Fir

1

t

llr

J. lls.

riirntture.

tv

no

ri
IFfflir

1

-

-

-

-

FR

Chicago, July 17. Better crop conditions, together with the fact that
wheat premiums were, almost a thing
'of the past, exercised a .bearish influence" today on corh.',The market
closed- nervous lq to JtHc net' lower
with August $1.60 to $1.60
and
'September J1.6014 to 1.60J4.'
Oats gained
c to lc and provisions a shade' to 45c.'r.
Good rains over Kansas. Nebraska,
South Dakota and parts of Missouri
Inspired general selling at the outset
In the corn market, and although a
strong rally ensued fresh selling pressure developed and carried ..prices
,;--iy

canners

14.50;
and cutters,
90 i
Blockers
and feeders,
$7.10(f8.15;
62
choice
and
fancy, $10.60
13.00; com97
mon, $8.25 10.50;
choice,
calves,
33
17.00.
$16.25
116
Hogs Receipts 18,000. Best steady
97
Be lower; others 10c to 13c lowor.
29 W to
butchers. $17.96
Bulk,
$17.4001)18.20;
23'4
18.30; packing, $17.15
17.70; light,
64
rough, $16.50 17.10;
7H $18.10 18.35; 17.50.
pigs, $17.00
87
8,000.
Market
Sheep Receipts
43
$8.15

Consolidated

-..-

MARKETS.

6 7 Vi

Chlhd Copper
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar

nay

I.IVRSTfKK

146v4

-

-

SALE

Finn

ADVICES

-

downward again, most of the time
FOI
the rest pf' the day.
Wet weather delays to cnllinrr nnd $2,000.
2
frame,
modern,
threshing gave strength to oats. There
Bleeping porcnes, completely furwere also bullish crop reports from
nished, suitable for 2 families,
rents for $30.00 per month; Ird
North Dakota and Canada.
ward.
Covering by shorts made nrovlHtoiiK
$2,500.
frame, bath etc.,
firm. Offerings were scarce
sleeping porch, tine shade trees, ceClosing prices:
block garage, good barn; comment
Corn Aug., $1.60; Sept., $1.60
pletely furnished; 4lh. ward.
Oats Aug., 72c; Sept., 7Hc.
$2,800.
shingle bungalow,
Pork July, $45.25; Sept., $45.33.
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
Lard July, $26.15; Sept., $26.25.
floors,
glassed
sleeping
porch,
Ribs July, $24.40; Sept.. $24.72.
garage; 4th. ward.
stuccoed bungalow in
$2,600.
NEW YORK COTTOX.
University Heights, modern, fireplace.
2 story brick
resNew York, July 17. Cotton 'futures $5,500.
idence, steam heat, lot 100x142,
closed steady.
July. $28.70; Oct.,
4 th. ward.
$25.33; Doc, $2463;
Jan., $24.37; $3,000.
stuccoed bungalow,
March, $24.25.
modern, hardwood floors, garage;
$33.70.
Spot Steady. Middling,
Highlands, close in.
NEW YORK MONEY.

ODEJIMMS
uj

.

-

ci

.

1
1

.
1

.

The Star Furniture Co.
118 West Gold Ave.

Mfsdlstnis

Salle,

a nlre line of Furniture
Several gas plates at low prices.
Still buying 2nd hand furniture.
Phone 409.
Have

mmi

Four rooms and bath, large glazed
and screened sleeping porch. Four
blocks from West Central. Close
in. Some cash and $18 per month
will handle. It will pay you to
Investigate. Owner leaving town,
and will sacrifice. Bee National
Investment Co., 102 North Third.

adobe
FOR SALE A
house In Old Town, two blocks
from Car Line, cheap for cash,
must be sold. Address P. O.
six-roo-

Box, 86, Old Abuquerque,

N. M.

n

It. Mr l.lXiMAN
807.
W. Mold, il.on
Plre and Auto Insurance.
Notary Public
10

FOR RENT

FOR SALL
FOR RALE
FOR SALE

Rooms.

Hill.

Alfalfa,
Uood

Phone

2403-F8-

Underwood Typewriter

.

bicycle, $12. 1224 South

SALE
Complete pack outfit for salo
choap. Just the thing for a hunter or prosK.
I..
Head. Santa Rlla, New Mex.
KENT Mouera rurmsiieo rooms; no pector.
Ick; running water. (98t West Central, FOR SALE On
10ie lb. driving horso;
FOR" RENT Rooms
o. week, bath;
one
on good ponyj on good
esj over
summer rates; no sick;
Oolden Rule runabout; one surey; one cart; one surrey
Store.
one
one
two
harness,
saddle;
single
FOR RENT Large, well ventilated bed pole;
hoavy. 6:0 North Second.
room.
210
North
Fifth
Phone
street.
1JH7-W- .
ROOF
Foil RKNT Three furnished rooms for
per gallon. Roofs under onr ear will
from
U'07
year to year. We can pot on
South Second or Improve
light housekeeping.
a new root that will last aa long a the
I'hmia 17T.3.
The Manxano Co, Phone 1M1-ilu MKANDE IIOTKI, Rooms ana apart- building.
110 South Walnut.
ments, (19 West Central. Mrs. Richard
West. I'roprltress.
ERIE carbon root parm ana roof oement
IMPERIAL ROOMS
Nici.
clean
rooms;
atop leaks; last fiv year. Us Devn
rates by day fir week; oyer Woolwortu'e, ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-le819
West Central.
cold water kalsomln, and be satisfied.
FOR RENT Very desirable room with Too, r. Keleher, 408 W. Central. Phone 410.
Bleeping porch- for light housckoeptng. Also FOR SALE One number one driving horse.
ene bedroom, lour, West Central. Phone 2340.
weight lono Ihs. ; one horse, weight 8D0
bed-- .
one surrey; one cart:
Ibo.;1 una runabout;
FOR RENT Two nicely XurniHtiodrooms, running water, close In: no sick. one heavy buggy pole; ouo heavy stock sadone lady's saddle: two
North
one
Gentleman
saddle;
20
Apply
light
dle;
preferred.
Seventh
single harness, one heavy, nil) North Second
FOR RENT Nicely furnlswed outside room
by the week or month; also furnished room
'
for light housekeeping. Elms Hotel, eorner
FOR BALD
First and TlJra.
ONE
Centrifugal pump and
motor. With pressure control. ApBoom,
ply D, Weinman, care Economist.
FOR RENT Furnished room, 414 Went Silver; no rtck, no children.
FOR RENT
Furnished room for on or two
ladles, hut no sick. 807 West Gold.
WANTED Misceftaneout.
FORRENT Nicely ru.rnTei.sd front bed
(01 South SPECIAL, rates made to plcnlo and fishing
room; clou In. Phon 1436-t
Fifth.
parties. 'Call 1583-J- .
Foil RENT Furnished rooms for light WANTED If you need a carpenter, call J.
734
Coal
and
housekeeping.
stoye
gal.
S. Hurling. Phone l"ur,-.r- .
onuth Second.
I. see
washes
curiam.
Flin ilENT Two 'rooms rorlrght housekectT WANTED
stretched, 35o per pair. Phono 606.
and furnished
Ing. Counado Apartment!
WANTED
Tu buy the best twelve hundred
rooms. 418 Soutlr Second.
pound horse six years old. .lohn Mann.
FOR KENT Furnished for
housekeeping,
one large room with six windows, upstair
WANTED To Hade Vlitloht with record
for learn ut burro
and wagon. Call 602
Jlo ini per month. 616 West Coal.
South
High.
house,
For RENT Furnlshd
ur
with canvass sleeping porch, light and wa
FOR
sprrVrr sweet peas,
ter paid: 110 00 pef month, 616 West Coal.
long stemmed, fragrnnf, assorted colors
7So per hundred.
Order in advance. RIo
HlgmaxVQa.
Grande Industrial Bcrrool, Phone 2406-PFull RENT Furnished room, aoi; , South BroWR'cASHTpKicB
pa id" for'Vunk
Edith.
BT THB SOUTH WESTERN JTINK CO.,
114
PHONB
LEAD.
WEST
RBNT-Furnle(II. WB ALSO
he4
FOR
(u Soma BPT OLD AUTOS.
Walter. Phon M.
m"
WANTED-Second-Nmen'
and boys'
Furnished-rooFOR TtENT
gentleman
Clothe, shoe and underwear. Alio trunk
preferred. 101 South Walter.
Call all. Chicago tceond-han- d
auli: eases.
snd
rooni with
FOR RENT Larg
lepln,
store, 117 South First
porch; Ideal for two, tit East Central.
WANTED 60,000 beg. Pay from io to o
with
sleeping
FOR KENT Furnished room
each. (00 ton scrap Iron. Pay from
porch; lady preferred. 101 South Walter. to
per lb. Patriotlo duty. Bt.
Junk
Co., 40$ South First treet. Phon 178.
FOR RENT Nice airy housekeeping r'Hims
close In. 300 South
Phone
Broadway.
WANTED To sell or trade for sheep or
U7(l-.f- .
farm has five
ranch property, one
room modern bungalow, urtoslan well, loented
FOR BENT Rooms' furnished for houseHeacli, California, Imrulre
keeping, larger sleeping porch, lit South at Huntington
Walnut.
of M. f Oarcla. Box 4.11. Magdalena, N. M.
FOR RENT Room
with sleeping
porch WANTED Careful kodak finishing by mas-te- r
with or without board. Phon
(71. 1121
photographer. Twice dally aervlce.
v
Rend
at..
Remember, eatlsfactlon guaranteed.
yout finishing to a reliable, established firm.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, private
entrance, sultabl for couple reasonable. Hanna A Hanna. master photographer.
623 South Arno.
Rooms With Board.
FOR RENT Two large modern furnished For Rent
rooms, clean and well furnished for houseFolTTlNT Tioom, witli aleeplpg puicu and
310
No
Walter.
sick.
South
keeping.
board. 410 East Central.
"board and eieepmg poroh lt
General.
BfaTTTla
room
at summer fate, $31. M aloata Arno.
modern
RENT Nicely
FOR
furnished
Phon 161
room for llrht housekeeping. Phone 177
FOR RENT Sleeping porch for two; also
furnished rooms; first viae board, Phone
XKO,
801 Houth Edith.
FOR RENT Desirable housekeeping apart- room, sleeping
R RENT Very deslrabl
mems, 1122 West Central. Phone t.llff-J- .
porch, hot and cold water, 1st class table
FfTll RENT Desirable furnished apartment boird. Casa fla Pro 618 West Oold.
also sleeping room. 400 South Seventh.
MRS. w7 ft. REED, of the Iockhert Ranch
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, three
ha moved to 602 South Arno, where shs
rooms and bath, modern, 814 West Coal. is prepared to take health seeker. Phone
3:i8!.
FOR RENT Two and three-rooapartment and sleeping rooms.
Highland
:l JARDIN ESCONDTdO" For convalesHouse,
cents. Something a little better.- Coolest
and nine in city. Pleasant surrounding. Rates
'OR RENT Furnished housekeeping
1112.
single room, new modern building; no reasonable. 1801 West Central. Phone
Irk. 215 North seventh.
8HABTNOOIC ranoh offer excellent room
to
and board. Juet the nlac
get strong.
FOR KENT Three or four room furnlehed
apartments, modern; th $06 block South For rats phon 84J9F-4- ; fre transportation
Accommodation now available, Mrs. n. o,
avoy notei ornce,
Sixth, inquire
Thomaa. , ,
FOR RENT Two-roohousekeeping apart
ments, tnree room witn bam ana sleeping room. Albuquerque Hotel 316 1'$ North
FOR SALL Larettock.

Style No.
tlon Cheap.

4,

In first class Condi

THE ECONOMIST

FOR

NorUb

i

FOR SALE

MioceRaneous.

FOR

Second.
CHANCE

"

,,

i.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

ATTORNEYS
JUHN W. WILSON
,. Attorney
Room II, IT and II
Cromwell SaUdlnv
Phon 1178

..
KUUBF
Attorney at Law
t. Law Library Building
DEISTrSTS
. M. KRAFT
DH.
Dfatal Sorgeoa
Aooma 1 Barnatt Building
rkeaw fM
Appointment Mad by Vail
RODKY

Suit

a""iTcope
1
Roon
PHYSK1AWB

DeatM

Mellnt Building
AND StJBOKONf

W. T. Ml Hl llY. M.

1.

Prartlee Limited to Tn!erciilosl
Wright
building; otiposlte postofflce. Office hours,
10 to 12 a. m., J to S p. m. Phon, offlc
.1!I7-residence S97-!R. MARGARET O. CABTWRIUHT
Fraetlo Limited (a Weaaea's ua Ot
Disease
1121 B. Central Phone I7L Albnaaereaa.
K. aT
DBS. Ti l l.
BAKES
Practice Limited so By, tW, Ne s 4
THKOAT
Offloe Hours: 10 to 11; I to I
Bute National Bank Building
DR. SARAH COKE
Practice Limited to Chlldrea.
'
Office Room 1 and I, Wright
Fourth and Oold.
Houis I p. m. to I p. m.
Residence Phone 807(.
Offlc Phon 111

Ll.

FOR SALE

PouTtry and Egg

FOR HALE S. i.. it. I. rtco. fx-s- t in stem.
Slock, eggs, and chicks. C. P. Hay, 21
Vorih High.
FOR SALE SU Lily fresh ranch eggs, at
market price, delivered Tuesdays, Thursdays. Saturday!. Phone 2103-F-

PERSONAL.
with car wtll drive partlo;
ahlt raten. Pbnn Hi.

lsAlY

reaJi'a

FOR SALE Automobiles.
evlrCuTiTgecaTlT
Walter.
7;'l- Suiilli

Roadsici ingood coniiiiln7
fully equipped, genuine bargain. Will accept Liberty Ilnnds. Ask for Moore, rhllllp
Oarage, ail West Silver.
FOR- SALI'j

FOR SALL

Houses.

FOR HALE Nice home, furnished and a
good paying business, $4,000, half cash,
Bungalow. Journal office.
five-rooSALE Modern
house
FOR
furnished, large porches and garage. Bur-ga- in
for quick sale. (18 South High.
A

SNAP.

FOR SALE Five largo room modern brick
house, close In, furnished or unfurnished. If you want a real bargain, phone 1418-- J
Call 306 West Coal.

CHIROPODIST.
AND CALLOUSES
removed without pain. No soreness after removing. Ingrown nails cured. Arch supiwjrtcrs made to
fit your feet. Will be hero until July 1.1th.
C. E. Chase, D. C, 3n
3
West Central.
Phon 6!(4.
CORNS

Phon

MAIL STAGE
call anywhere -- any

time.

Lv. Silver City 7 a.m.; ar. Mogollnn 3 p m.
Lv. MogoRon 7 a.m.; ar. Sljver City 3 p.m.
Best equipped auto livery In southwest.
BENNETT MOTOR TRANSIT CO.
Silver Cky, N. M.

TIME CARDS.

Phone
FOR SALE Milch Co
Candelana.
Inquire Khlrk-L- o
cow ponies.
well
broken
FOR SALE Two
Bexemsk's Dairy. Phon 851.
"fine,
young pedigreed
F6RHATBF.'xtra
breeding etock Flemish Glanl. New ZeaTOPFKA a SANTA FX sU.il- Red
Belgian hares. William ATCHISON,
land, and Rufu
W1I CO. t
Oestrech. Sr., 24 North Eleventh Street,
.
WwtaocuMl.
FOR SALE
Rauichea.
Albuquerquef, N.
Class.
No.
Arrives
Depart.
FORSrLE"A fine ranch" foTTuOo'ar S.oV
7:10 pro. 1:30 pm.
t. Th Scoat
miiA
and' twit .nrln.. nn
TO TRADE.
(.California Limited ..11:48 am. 11:46 pm.
7. Fargo
Faat ........16:41 am. 11 :1( am.
place. Address P. O. Box 256. Albuquerque,
HIGHLY Imnroved Kendall county. Tex, J. Th
1:36 am. 1:1 aa
Nava,'o
N. M.
farm and ranch, 1250 acre. Trad for
Roothbeaad.
FOR BALE liio acres mountain rancli on pasturage, or for pasturage and cattle. 400 (01. El Paso
....
10:11
IS acre
Pecos river,
cultivation; eras In cultivation. Best Improved property (07. El Paso fcxpres
11:411
. mnrinrnunder
...
Kxpres
.1
nv..rnnm hiarik-- southwest
.a
y
Texas. Large residence. Two
Thre
glows; one mile protected trout stream.
residence. Thro
7:11 aoi.
16. Th
Scout
aa u
nor 121. Valley Raneh,- N. at.- water, wens.
large barn. Inexhaustabie
ft The Navajo- - ,
:46pra.
and spring.
gasoline
cresk
4. California Limited .. I:M pm.
Windmill,
tr pas.
"WANTED
A lorn
pump. tank, eta. Ort Boerne-Bo1 Santa F Bight.... 1:11 paa. l:M pa
s
WANTEi-Agentto bandl auto aocrsrery automobile road. Adjoin town and railroad.
M. A,
Bhumard, II. stanaa city and chkago, (:
ax.
exclusive territory. J. T. Toung $.fccsath 655' per aer. Addres
B. railway. Albuquerque, N, M,
Boeint, 7MU,
lit, Es-s- K- Ot aad niaiga, 111 yaa,
,
for a happy winter home. Coal
already stored, a few ntee Httl furnished
apartment vacant. Sultabl for two persons.
(Tenants called by Unci Sam). If take
quick will let for the former all year round
WASHINGTON. 100J Will
prion at3. THE
D. Eakln. Prop.
Central,

a4J-f-

hn

Afnt.

.

J
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY
THONE

GUARANTEED.
ALBCQUERQUE,

815.

N. M.

c.

S. FckhI

WARD'S

License No. G

STORE

--

4 704 6.

CRESCENT GROCERY
KODKBT JONES

H. WARD
SI5 Marble Avenue.

HOMER

all-w-

Coii. and South Walter.
57
Tlione

Fhones

T YRIC

THEATER
JLu
LAST TIME TODAY

JLi

EVERYTHING

HIGH-CLAS-

S

IllT TIIi: TRICE

Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne
"CYCLONE HIGGINS"
Ebony Comedy
Admission

"A BLACK SHERLOCK HOLMES"
Adults, 10c; Children 5c
PLVS WAR TAX

Grapefruit marmalade.

40e

jiir
Kamlwichola, glass
Mui'shmallow Cream,

loo
30c

pint jar

refreshing sum
85c
mer drink, bottle

f

Taniarimlo,

Matteucci, Palladino & Go.
GROCERIES

J!

601 W. Tljcras.

AND MEATS

Phones

!

J

405-49- 6

Strong Brothers
Undertakers

Z PROMPT SERVICE.
75.

PHONE

STRONG BLK., COPPER
AND SECOND.

X

LOCAL ITEMS

Mrs. C. Kelly and Mrs. S. Nirisen of
this city.
G. Toti was fined $100 in police
court yesterday morning on a charge
of selling liquor without a license. He
notified the authorities that he will
appeal the ease.
W. F. Daughcrty, who has been employed as a boilermaker for the Santa
Fe railroad, left last night for San
Francisco, where he will accept a position in the shipbuilding yards.
F. A. Nohl, conductor on the Santa
Fe coast lines between Albuquerque
and Winslow, left last night for St.
Maries, Ida., where he will visit relatives and friends for a few weeks.
Edward A. Banbury is the new
cashier for the local office of the Armour company, taking charge of his
new duties yesterday.
Mr. Banbury
arrived in the city from Denver, Colo.
Jordan Patterson, member of a
machine gun battalion, has arrived
safely in France, according to word
received here by his sister,
Mrs.
Charles
Davis, 1404 South Edith

COMMISSIONER IS

Miss Ilose Ma ha ram left last night
for California.
Frank B. Ault, who enlisted in the
army yesterday, left for El Puso last
night.
About twenty men left last nitdit
for the Pacific coast to work in the
ship yards.
A UUy Kirl was horn to Mr. and
Mrs. K. C. Garland, 60S North Second
street .the other evening.
The Baptist Indies' Aid and Mis
sionary society will meet at -- :30
o'clock this afternoon.
Miss Hose Dryc, 51" North Seventh
street, left last night for Dcmlng to
visit Mrs. George Iasalle.
Oak Grove No. 4H, Woodman circle
will meet this afternoon at 2:0
o'clock at 627 South Broadway.
Charles LeFeher has returned from
San Isldro, N. M., where he was employed in electing a store building.
Edwin B. Hall, who enlisted In the
naval reserve corps as a seaman several days ago, has gone to El Paso.
Miss Pearl Hayerford of Bolen, N.
M., returned to her home yesterday
after visiting here for several days.
Leopold Jaramillo, accompanied by
his wife, drove up to the city yesterday
from Los Lunas, on business and to
visit friends.
There will be a meeting of the
Moose lodge tonight at 8 o'clock at
W. O. W. hall. Business of Importance
(o be transacted.
'
Oscar and Herbert Fox of this city
who recently underwent operations In
the Santa Fe hospital In Los Angeles,
are reported convalescent.
There will be a regular communication of Temple Lodge No. 6, A. F.
& A. M. this evening at 8 o'clock. Visiting members will be welcome.
Corporal Edward D. Lane, who was
stationed at Camp Kearny, has arrived safely overseas', according to In
formation received here yesterday
Miss Anna Bruce, who underwent
an operation at the Presbyterian hos
pital several days ago, has been removed to her home, 215 North Elm

,

street.
Friends of Mrs. R. M. Tray gave
a farewell picnic In her honor on the
varsity campus Tuesday night. She
will leave the latter part of the week
for California.
Paul Crawford left yesterday
In his auto for the Jemez Springs
with the following guests: Dr. and

Mrs. Young of El Paso, Tex.; Celso
Lopez, sheriff of Santa Fe county;
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Bryant's Delivery
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Don't neglect the

"Two-Bit- "

Bed

Don't neflect the

i

Two-Bit- "

toll W4J.
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TODAY ONLY

House of High Class Pictures and Music
COOL AS A CUCUMBER

FRED K. ELLIS,

E OF F. A.

"ALWAYS

A

GOOD SHOW

SOMETIMES

ONE."

GREAT

A

210 SOUTH SIXTH STREET

REPEATING BY REQUEST

Douglas Fairbanks
IX

"The

Matrimanic"
OX

Livery and saddle
Red Barn.

TO

MARRIAGE.

TIME OF SHOWS
1:00, 3:30, 1:00, 5:30, 7:00 8: IK).

A

V

'

A

(

CrMK

s

RIO CRANDE PARK

MILE

A

AUo PATHE NEWS No. 54
J
T
L&JU and MUTT & JEFF Comedy

FOR SALE

fi,tW

MATINEE
Children,

to
Adults,

1

JSSft

10c

,0.V

10c.

Children,

10

l.H'

Adults,

Coming Friday and Saturday

Theda Bara in Rose of Blood

horse. Trimble's

Springer Has
Some Cheap
Dirt

GIVEN LANDS BY

THEATER
E

LOUIS C. GIELITZ

REAL ESTATE MAN

MERCHANT TAILOR
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Suits
Made to Order
107 SOUTH FOURTH
Third door north of Postofflcc.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

It was announced last night by the
oity officials that Felipe J. Gurule,
of the
real estate
firm, had donated a part of his lands
lying below the end of Pacific avenue, for the Rio Grande park.
This is tho eighth tract to be do- -'
FOUND.
nated for the park, and places the
south end of the park in a condition!
Black and white cow at
exceedingly favorable for a speedy
1700
Mountain Road.
completion of the project.
The Gurule tract lies just north of
the L. N. Tartaglia tract, which was
the first to be deeded to the city. It PHONE YOFR ORDERS IN. NO
SOLICITORS.
ALL GOODS
adjoins the Andres Perca tract on the
DEIJVERED.
north.
C. T. French, W. C. Oestreich, Ward
PAY CASH-SA- VE
MONEY
Anderson and Charles White, acting
DELIVERIES For Lowlands, 8 a.
as a committee representing the city
and the Chamber of Commerce, wit- m. and 2 p. m. For Highlands, 10
nessed the execution of the papers a. m. and i p. m. No special
and formally thanked Mr. Gurule for
his public spirited action In helping
Phone 624

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Gurulc-Sandov-

the park.
i
The property which he retains will
have frontage' on the park road, construction of which will start immediately after completion of the proper'
ty transfers.
Several additional tracls are said
to be promised within tho next few
d
of the total of twenty-fdays.
ive
tracts involved have now been
donated to the city.
W. 8 P

PARAMOUNT PEHFKCTION AND A HTCRA FT
WE SHOW Til KM ALL.

M ADl'j

Pauline
Frederick
"La Tosca"
YICTORIEN SARDOl'S
MASTERPIECE.

Extra Added Attraction

FOOD mLVIN

Fatty Arbuckle
IN

THE.

A
v

THE BEST

ADOLPH ZUKOR PRESENTS

a

SCREAMING

FARCE

"ROUGH HOUSE"

One-thir-

great man has ha id: "Laugh
nuil LI'o Long," so we say:
"Sec this comedy and live
A

TODAY

CATTLEMEN'S 'COMMITTEE
TO MEET HERE AUGUST 5

PICNIC HAMS, lb
30c
35c
BACON, lb
DAIRY MAID HOMINY, per can tlo
40c
Welch's Grape Julio
75c
Two for
Tho meeting of the legislative com
for
25c
mittee of the New Mexico Cattle and Peas, Tomatoes, Corn,
lbs. Guaranteed Peaches
Horse ('.rowers' association has been Can 2
20c
and Pears
called to meet here August 5, following
and Apple Butter, lb. .SOc
the meeting of the board members at Peach size
7
I
.'
Milk
2c size
Baby
Alamogordo, August 1, it was an- Tall size, 15c size
12c
nounced at the hcadquartors of the Large Box Matches, 7
size. . . .He
association yesterday.
size
5c
The members Potted Ham, 7
of the. legislative committee are: H. Vienna Sausage, 15u size... 12
- Hodge, of Silver City; t. E. Mitch- Roast Beef, 4h; size
;..35c
35c
ell, of Albert; A. B. McMlllen, of Al- Corned Beef, 40c size
15c size, 12
Stuffed
Plain
Olives,
buquerque; Burton C. Mossman, of Medium Crisco
81.25
Roswell; Henry Springer, of Cimarr82.00
Large size Crisco
on, and C. C. Tannohill, of HoswelL
55c:
Small Cottolene
W. S. B.
81.10
Cottolene
Medium
I
Cottolene
$2.75
Springer Has
Wesson Oil, one pint and three-ounc- e
Some Cheap
40c
cans
Dirt
81.10
Medium size Snowdrift
75c
W. ft. 1
Compound Lard, 3 Ins.
81.25
B. M. WILLIAMS
Compound Lard, 5 lbs
10
82.55
lbs.,
Compound Lard,
81.65
Rooms 1 and X. WhlMn
Bnllrilmt Silver Leaf Lard, 5 lbs
10
Leaf
lbs.
Silver
Lard.
33.00
No.
684.
Phone
One gallon solid packed Apples, 45c
Corner Second and Gold.
Gallon
Pie Fruits, Peaches and
'
60c
Apricots
"Two-Bit- "
Sliced Pineapple ...,20c
can
Large
25c
Walnuts, lb
Armour's Chipped Beef, 7 ozs....30e
Rod Salmon, 1 lb
30c
20c
Red Salmon,
lb
E-25c
Corn Takes, 3 for
o
18
Can
Hominy
Large
.87 He
Wedding Breakfast Coffee.
YOUR
TONS Bulk Peanut Butter, lb
SOc
40o
Is Motorized by Henrjr'a Delivery. Walter Baker's Chocolate, lb
Walter Baker's Cocoa, lb.
.50c
Phone 939.
FULL LINE OF QUAKER CEREALS

x.

...10c

Admission

1 to 6
6 to 11

Adults, 15c; Children, 10c

12

--

I-

Pay your
Red Cross dues. This is
a duty you should not
neglect.
1JauL'NG"1y"

i

O

GENTRrS EGGS

Joinl":iVo.Bit,,

Red Cross club. You are
needed.
CITY

ELECTRSHOE SHOP

FREE

CALL
BATCH

Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning Co.
W. w.

-

ARMIJO'S TAXI LINE
Two large cars at your service, day
and night Cheap rates by the hoar.
;

,':

PHONE

wt

B.

CASH ONLY

X

14.

ft

.

the classified
Journal. Re
&

ALONSO

WEST CENTRAL

Hi

Phone

Exiiei'lcticcd man to tako charge
of cot Ion goods and linen depart
ment In city. Apply Poslofflce Box
200, City.

831--

X

The Real Hoover Candy
unocoiate biiop

i

LOST

juocoiaiea

GRIMSHAW'S

Alpha Chi Omega pin, set with
pearls, in park. Reward for return. GlrN Dormitory, University.
PHONE 801.

.

Second and Central
"Grlmshaw Wants to See Tan"

HAY FEVER
Its alleviation and cure, by my
combined treatments of Osteopathy, Medicine and Firger Surgery.

Let Us Send a Man

C. H. CONNER, M. D. D, O.
Office Stern Building
Phones Office 653. Residence, 835

To Replace That Broken Window
Glass.
LUMBER
CO.
ALBUQUERQUE
Phone 421.
423 N. First. .

Cirtaia.

USED CAR SALE

WANTED

Look Over the Lint You Slay T
Find Just What You Want.
One Overland Touring
8100
One - Overland
Touring,
6 passenger
8275
One Overland Roadster. .. .8150 X
Z
One Buick
Touring,
8350
passenger
One Overland Touring

Man and wife to help on dairy
ranch; if competent can take
charge. Splendid opportunity.
J. S. BERKEY, Bclen, N. M.

--

Frank Trotter
118 WEST

GOLD

Santa Fe Stage

$1
suitJcleaned,
Four suits pressed $1.25.

'

GOODsTnEW PRICES

B6T

AND
DELIVER!
OLD STAND

Deliver. Phone

831

...

Hawkins, Skinner, Champion, Con-ro- y NEW
and Sou Jose Market! 85c dozen.

PHONE

MARRON

DR.

WANTED

.ar-R-

Tell it through,
Red columns" of ;71ia
I wits are
yijsfr

...,...

LO

WANTED

MEMBERS

HURT WH

Fifteen young men for
buglers for Railway Regiment. Apply

Following charges of profiteering
which resulted from a hearing before
DRESSMAKERS
the state food administrator and Judge
R. p. Barnes, of the food administraFOR SALE A good business,
tion here, and which were placed befurniture and sewing machines.
fore officials in Washington, the naDowntown location.
litional administration ordered the
PHONE 1760.
cense of Moise Brothers company,
dealers in groceries and general merchandise at Santa Rosa, N. M., revoked. The papers were served at
7:30 o'clock yesterday morning and
ordered the store closed at midnight,.
July 20. In order to resume business
Girl for general ' housethe firm will be forced to take up the
matter with Washington food heads work. 920 West Gold.
and to clear themselves In the eyes of
the food administration.
The revocation forbids their doing
business in groceries, hay and grain,
but docs not effect their selling other
merchandise. A commissioner will bo
named who will assist them in disposing of the groceries, hay and feed
Late Cherries, 11 pounds
which they have on hand when the
for
$1.00. Phone 307.
store Is closed.
The hearing ot which the charges
first were aired was held by Barnes,
as head of the1 enforcement departBITTNER HOUSE ROOMS
ment, early In June. It was testified
310 2 South First. Phone 231.
at the hearing that the firm made as
W. 8. 8..
high as 130 per cent on some sales.
Persona who wlr.a tn renew or take
George C. Taylor, attorney for the enin the Hed Cross
forcement bureau, testified that the oat member-shipfirm's books showed this profit and ran do so by calling at Strong's Book
that the firm also has been making Store, O. A. Mntson St Co.. Grlmahaw's
excessive profits on canned goods and or Mrs. H. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
tbe chairman of the Membership com'
evaporated fruits.
mittee. No. 1SS1-W. 8. 8

ATTEND
KIWANIS CLUB LUNCHEON

SIXTY

The largest membership to attend
any of the Kiwanis club luncheons was
present yesterday noon to hear Private
W. E. Collinge of the Canadian forces,
speak. Sixty members were present.
Private Collinge told mostly of his
experiences in bombing expeditions
and how he was wounded.
Dr. David It. Boyd, president of the
University of New Mexico, spoke regarding the opportunities the institution was offering prospective students
in the way of military training. The
club went on record as favoring the
plan and pledged support to the
school.
Frank Stortz was chairman of the
meeting. The attendance prize, a case
of high grade canned and bottled
goods, given by Homer H. Ward, was
won by Col. Alfred Grunsfeld. George
H. Griggs, who acted as the silent
street.
booster, presented each member with
A
canning demonstration will be a can of cooking oil.
held in the high school at 2:30 o'clock
this afternoon, for the benefit of boys
and girls who are interested in the
canning, drying and gardening club
work.
The Woman's Homo and Foreign
Missionary society of the First Mcth-ocliwlill
me
Episcopal
at 3 o'clock this afternoon at the
home of Mrs. D. A. Porterficld, 302
South Edith street.
George T. Peterson, head apprentice instructor In tho Santa Fe shops
and Mrs. Peterson have returned
from New Uum, Minn. Mr. Peterson
went to New Cum several weeks ago
Charles F. Wade, chairman of the
to Join his wife who was there viscity commissioners, received a fraciting.
Manuel Gutierrez was arraigned In ture of the right ankle yesterday afpolice court yesterday morning on a ternoon when a motor car, on which
charge of beating to death a horse. he was riding on tho Zunl mountain
He was held for the grand Jury and railroad between Thoreau and a lumhis bond set at J500. In default of ber camp, Jumped the track. Thoreau
bond he was committed to the county Is a station U'5 miles west of Albuquerque. Mr. Heed, signal maintainor
Jail.
Joseph E. Funk of New Hampton, for the Santa Fe railroad with headquarters at Thoreau, was engineering
Mo., arrived last night to accompany
his daughter, Anna, and the body of the car when the accident occurred,
her husband, the ltev. Kobert L. but was not Injured.
The car Jumped the track four
Pierce, back home. They are stopping
with Mr. and Mrs. George Wheller. tlmeH. it was on the car's fourth Jump
They will leave this evening on the that Commissioner Wade was injured.
Dr. J. W. Stoffer, physician for the
5:110 train.
liamon Ruelas, Santiago Cabrera Santa Fe railroad, who was at Gallup
and Fredcrlco Garcia were fined $25 was notified. He boarded train No. 8
each In police court yesterday on the and met Mr. Wade at Thoreau Riving"
charge of taking a Joy ride on one of him medical attention. The Injured
the Santa Fe company's handcars. man in company with the physician
The three rode the hand car from was brought here on train No. 8 last
Abajo to the Woolen Mills before be- night and taken to St. Joseph's hos
ing caught. Special Agent George H. pital in Strong Brothers' ambulance.
Mr. Wade Joked continually with
Thomas arrested them there after a
his friends regarding the accident,
chase on a velocipede.
saying It amounted to nothing.
The lecture of Prof. Proctor Shcr-wlwhich was to have been held tonight as the fourth number of the TRUCK DRIVERS WANTED
summer course of the University of
IN RED CROSS UNITS
New Mexico has been postponed on
account of Us conflicting with the
Men not subject to draft have an
lecture of Private W. E. Collinge on
the same night. The next lecture of opportunity tta enlist tpr overseas'
the course will be given next Tuesday service at once. The mountain dlvi,
night by C. M. Botts, chairman of the sion of the Red Cross has made a spe
Four Minute Men on "International cial request for truck drivers to join
War and the War."
the Rockwell motor unit. Applicants
Mrs. J. W. Thompson, daughter of must be competent drivers and be
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schelke, has re- able to repair and overhaul cars.
Further information regarding the
ceived from her husband ,a member
now in service may be obtained from Mrs,
of the engineering corps
France, a round box resembling a dice Margaret Barnes, secretary of the Red
box except that it has a cover, made Cross society. Her office is at 108
from a piece of black walnut which South Second street.
he found floating in the Bay of Biscay.
The supposition Is that the wood was BOYS
a piece of wreckage from some torpeBENEFIT OF RED CROSS
doed vessel. Mr. Thompson Is a ma
chinist by trade and the box was
turned up by him on a lathe.
Eight boys are managing' a store at
W.- 8. 8.
Eighth street and Copper avenue
Springer Hat
especially for the Red Cross. They are
Some of
Some Cheap
holding a sale on books.
the books which once cost $3.50 are
Dirt
and fifty
being sold for twenty-fiv- e
TP 8. fl.
Orders taken for service flan cents. Flowers are also sold on WedThe boys
Women of American Army. MS West nesdays and Saturdays.
Gold Avenue.
have made $14.50 for the society. The
managers of the store are: F. J. Allen,
. S. J. Uhlfelder, A. T. Rosenwald, 1
'
F. Lewlnson, David Weinman, Jr., L.
FOR QUICK SERVICE
,
323 West Copper.; ;. Venn, W. Kelm and J. Kelm.
Phone 501.
.
W. 8.8,.
st

Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafo.
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Phone 273.

11

HERE

worry, mothers, your Summits are coming back to you better
men than when they went away," says
Private W. E. Collinge of Canada's
"Fighting seventh," who served nine
months as a bomb thrower In the
trenches of France and Belgium and
who will be heard at the First Presbyterian church tonight. Because of the
nature of Mr. Collinge's story of Hun
Atrophies, admittance to the lecture,
which is free of charge, is restricted"
to men.
"Mud in the trenches? Yes, lots of
it. Surely your boy will have to sleep
ntnnrllni- - mi in it but bv the time
govern
this beneficent and
ment gets through training him, a little thing like a mud bed will not both
er him in the slightest. When ho
comes hack to von. he'll feel discon
tented and lonely for the mud couch
ho loved so well at the front.
"Aside from the serious side of the
war, we find our humors in the trench
es. Our nlcasanti st moments come
when the mails arrive. Write often to
your Sammy. Write every day if you
have time, for you never can realize
tho treasure a letter is. Do not forget
the lad who is over there fighting
that the women of this land may never undergo ihe horrors I witnessed in
Belgium.
"That boy over there is depending
on you to stand by him. Mother, knit
him some socks and a sweater. Sister, go down to Ihe Red Cross head
quarters once in a while and help Out
the good work. Brother .help out the
tobacco drive or any other war activity, and you, dad, it's up to you to
dig down for every cent you can give
and buy liberty bonds. How can your
Sammy kill off the Beasts of Berlin
unless I'ncle Sam has the monev to
push this war through to a successful conclusion?"

Left San Francisco July 11.
THE LAST DAY
This is the last day to buy the large cans of milk at 10c.
This price is made just to induce you to try it, because then you will gladly pay the regular price of

WANTED.

PRO FITEERING

"Don't

Japan Tea,

IT.

WILL BARE HUN
V1LLANY

OUR IMPORT ORDER
1918 First Pickings

12

LI CENSE REVGK ED

CANADIAN HERO

Am

818 WEST CENTRAL

18, 1918.

Albuquerque to Santa Fe
Commencing week July 22.
Singer Taxi Co., Phone 600.

7-

Many

Good
Propositions
Open Now. See

Farm Labor Agent

MORNING

JOURNAL

'.

Wednesdays,
Fridays
and Saturdays.

Gallnp Lump
CerrUlos Lump

OFFICE

,';

,

I

i

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

Phone

710.

ANTHRACITE,

CO.

D
513-51-

5

W. Central

fr

i

Gallup SUjtb
Cerrlllos Store

PHONE 81

Atti

X

ee8aeettsistt?

fVaSll VOe
Urall! V0U
1710011

.

.

One Ford Touring
..$400
One Dodge Touring
8250
AMONG
MANY BARGAINS
THE ABOVE. CALL AND
LOOK THEM OVER

Are

Leaves Mondays,
Car leaves Albuquerque 7:30 a. m.
Santa Fe, 3 p. m.
Fare One Way, 33.75
Round Trip, 37.00

...3250.00

FARM LABORERS
WANTED

SLTsES; STEAM COAXb --

i- -

4

' !''

.

Coke, Min Woedt Factory Wood, Cord Wood, Natffe Kindling Uma,
"PRE!!

